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At its October 10, 2018 meeting, SCUP reviewed and approved the full program proposal for the
Master of Engineering in Mechatronic Product Realization within the Faculty of Applied Sciences,
effective Fall 2019.
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That Senate approve and recommend to the Board of Governors the full program proposal for the
Master of Engineering in Mechatronic Product Realization within the Faculty of Applied Sciences,
effective Fall 2019.
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MEMORANDUM

ATTENTION Senate Committee OH University date September 24,2018
Priorities (SCUP)

FROM JeffDerksen,

Chair of Senate Graduate Studies fj/f -
Committee (SGSC) / L/
Full program proposal for a Master of Engineering in Meciyitronic Product Realization

For approval:

At its meeting of September 11,2018, SGSC approved full program proposals for and a Master
of Engineering in Mechatronic Product Realization and is recommending it to SCUP for
approval, effective Fall 2019.

Motion:

That SCUP approve and recommend to Senate the full program proposal for a Master of
Engineering in Mechatronic Product Realization within the Faculty of Applied Science.



OFRCE OF THE DEAN
Faculty of Applied Sciences
Simon Fraser UnrversiQ'

MEMORANDUM

Attention-

From

Dr. Jeff Derksen

Dean, Graduate Studies

Date August 24,2018

Dr. Mirza Faisai Beg mfbeg@,sfu.ca
Faculty of Applied Science, Graduate Studies Committee

Re: Full" Program Proposal for Sustainable Energy Engineering graduate degrees and
Professional Master's in Mechatronic Product Realization

The faculty of Applied Sciences Graduate Program Committee would like to send two items to
the SGSC for consideration. These are:

■1) The full program proposal for the Sustainable Energy Engineering MASc and PhD degrees
revised as per the feedback provided by your office.

2) The full program proposal for the Professional Master's in Mechatronic Product Realization
revised as per the feedback provided by your office,

FAS GPC has approved both of these submissions via an electronic vote. I request you to place
these on the agenda for the next SGSC meeting.

SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY THINKING OF THE WORLD



SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY

SURREY

SCHOOL OF MECHATRONIC SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

250-13450102 Avenue

Surrey, BCV3T OAS
Canada

Tel: 778-782-8456

Fax: 778-782-7514

July 24, 2018

From: MSB Graduate Program Committee Chair
To: Faculty of Applied Sciences Graduate Program Committee

Subject: Professional Master's in Mechatronic Product Realization

Dear FAS Graduate Program Committee

Attached please find the following documents for feedback and approval by FAS:

1. Revised program proposal for Professional Master's in Mechatronic Product
Realization. The revised proposal was approval by MSB GPC and MSB Faculty on
July 23,2018.

2. New course proposal (MSB 901 Becoming a Professional Bngineer):

3. New course: MSB 794 Graduate Co-op Practicum II

4. Course Change: "MSB 793 Graduate Co-op Practicum" to be changed to
"MSB 793 Graduate Co-op Practicum I". The proposal has been approved by the
MSB GPC and MSB faculty on January 12, 2018.

Sincerely,

Mehrdad Mdallem

Professor and Graduate Program Chair
School of Mechatronic Systems Engineering

Phone: 778 782 8156
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Master of Engineering in Mechatronic Product Realization

PART A: Information required by the Ministry of Advanced Education

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Overview of the SFU's history, mission, and academic goals

The School of Mechatronic Systems Engineering (MSB) proposes the creation of a Master of

Engineering in Mechatronic Product Realization (MEng). Building upon the success of its

undergraduate and graduate programs, the MEng degree in MPR at MSEprovides its students with

a premier curriculum, through dedicated courses, design projects, and industrial co-op for

professionals seeking to expand their career opportunities in product design and manufacturing.

From fall 2015 this program was offered as a Cohort Special Arrangements Master's Program in

Mechatronic Product Realization through the Office of Graduate Studies at SFU. The special cohort

program is now in its third year and has been rapidly increasing in demand. During this period, our

students have successfully gained experience in the Canadian workplace through the co-op program

and through experience on the job upon graduation. After completing the first two cohort programs,

the program is now mature and ready for conversion into a regular program.

Mechatronic Product Realization covers the entire process of design for mechatronic systems and

products. Given the rapid growth of new information technologies, digital circuits, and additive

manufacturing technologies, the market for new mechatronic products is growing exponentially in

all industry sectors such as consumer products and electronics, automotive, medical, industrial, and

aerospace.

The primary goal of the MSE Master of Engineering in Mechatronic Product Realization is to help

British Columbia and Canada stay competitive in product design and manufacturing in a rapidly

changing world. The proposed program is also in line with the vision of assisting the City of Surrey

to become a major contender in manufacturing, nationally and globally. • As a key academic partner
of the City of Surrey, through the MPR program, the MSE offers a unique engineering training

program that feeds local companies with highly qualified engineers.

The MPR program's main target is Internationally Trained Engineers (ITEs). According to

Engineers and Geoscientists BC (EGBC), nearly 50% of the new Professional Engineer applicants

are ITEs. The curriculum of the MPR program focuses on addressing the needs of ITEs to expedite

their integration into the Canadian workforce. The MPR also serves as an avenue for Canadian

engineering professionals to upgrade their skills to become more competitive in the global

manufacturing realm.

MSE is a multidisciplinary accredited engineering program (granted the maximum of six years in

2014)^ that uniquely integrates mechanical, electronics, control, software, and computer

' Western Canada Advanced Manufacturing Conference (2017), Seeding the Revolution The Dialogue for Advancing Manufacturing
Innovation & Transformation In Canada Surrey City Hall, 13450 104 Ave, Surrey, BC VST 1V8

^ Accredited by the Canadian Engineering Accreditation Board
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engineering for the design and development of computer-controlled electromechanical products
and systems. The MSE program, which is offered exclusively at the SFU's Surrey campus, also
includes business and communications courses to prepare better professional graduates for market

challenges. The School is proud to be one of the top-ranked engineering programs in Canada.^
MSB's graduating engineers (graduate and undergraduate) are trained to work in industries
including electronics, automotive, medical, aerospace, etc. with distinctive education in business
and entrepreneurship.

Proposed credential to be awarded

Master of Engineering in Mechatronic Product Realization

Location of program

The new program is offered in the School of Mechatronic Systems Engineering at the Surrey
campus of SFU.

Academic unit(s) offering proposed program

School of Mechatronic Systems Engineering in the Faculty of Applied Sciences.

Anticipated program start date

Fall 2019.

Anticipated completion time

Four or five terms (16 or 20 months) to complete the Program. The duration depends on whether

the students take a four or eight-month co-op placement during the degree.

Summary of proposed program

a) Aims, goals, and/or objectives of the proposed program

According to the City of Surrey market research, manufacturing in Canada directly employs about
1.8 million Canadians. However, because of fierce global competition and fast paced changes in

the manufacturing sector, Canada's manufacturing competitiveness may be at risk. The
international market is embracing the industry 4.0, or the fourth industrial revolution, which is
rapidly altering traditional manufacturing, "providing a huge competitive advantage to economies
such as China, U.S.A, Germany, and Japan that are investing strategically in technology and

innovation in this sphere.'"*

The School of Mechatronic Systems Engineering has positioned itself to become a top international

program in advanced manufacturing. In line with this aspiration, it has successfully partnered with

^ McLean's Magazine March 2011
'* Western Canada Advanced Manufacturing Conference (2017), Seeding the Revolution The Dialogue for Advancing Manufacturing
Innovation & Transformation in Canada Surrey City Hall, 13450 104 Ave, Surrey, BC VST 1V8
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Siemens to administer the Siemens Mechatronic certification program where three MSE faculty are
trained in Berlin to teach these industry standard training courses. Another building block of this
plan is the proposed MSE Master of Engineering Program (M. Eng.) in Mechatronic Product

Realization (MPR).

The primary goal of MPR is to help British Columbia (and Canada) to become more competitive
in a rapidly changing world. By offering a leading edge professional degree program in

mechatronics product realization, MSE provides its graduates with training in mechatronic product
design and manufacturing technologies, as well as real-world experience through an industrial co

op program that will expedite their absorption into the job market.

Our market research and consultation with various groups including immigrant and community

organizations, Society of Internationally Trained Engineers Society (SITE), local industries, MSE

industrial advisory board, FAS External Advisory Board, Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters
(CME), and Engineers and Geoscientists BC (EGBC) point to a clear need for such a program. As

mentioned earlier, the MPR is well in line with the City of Surrey manufacturing aspirations. MPR

is expected to have an intake of more than twenty-five (25) students (Fall 2019).

b) Anticipated contribution of the proposed program to the mandate and strategic plan

of the institution

The proposed program is a direct outcome of the Faculty of Applied Sciences Academic Plan 2013-

18.5

"Develop professional graduate programs - FAS plans to develop professional graduate programs

directed to selected industry sectors. Potential areas are large-scale data analysis, health

informatics, mechatronics and communication engineering. These programs can also be targeted to

new immigrants interested in upgrading their qualifications. The potential for collaboration with

Life-Long Learning will be explored."

The SFU's strategic plan is to continue the university's growth in globally relevant and strategically

important areas by transforming the landscape of teaching and learning. The MPR program is well

in line with the mandate of the University to increase experiential learning opportunities in which

students "learn by doing." The MPR program provides the student with a premier curriculum—

through dedicated courses, design projects, and industrial co-ops —^to stay competitive in product

design and manufacturing. The program is distinctive as it provides several experiential learning

opportunities to effectively train engineers. The program also focuses on enhancing the

communication and critical thinking skills of the students.

SFU Surrey: There is a strong public policy to expand post-secondary education in the South Fraser

Region. Thus SFU has identified the further development of the Surrey campus as a top priority.

^ FACULTY OF APPLIED SCIENCES, Academic Plan 2013-18, updated October 2015, p. xili (Source:
http://www.sfu.ca/content/dam/sfu/vpacademic/fHes/academic_planning/FAS_2013-2018.pdf)
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Given that the program is offered in Surrey campus, it is in line with the academic planning of the
University.

The program is also in line with the academic plan of the university to improve access for under-
represented communities. SFU has long been committed to making education more accessible and
puts considerable resources into this. Furthermore, given the changes in the demography of British
Columbia one objective of the program has been to provide training for foreign-trained
professionals such as landed immigrants for better integration into the workforce. The program is
also envisaged to address the worldwide demand for educational programs that focus on highly
sought after skills in the area of product design and manufacturing.

c) Linkages between the educational goals and the curriculum.

Rooted in the belief that experiential learning is likely the most effective way to train engineers in
mechatronic product realization, the MPR program is planned to have a focus on hands-on product
design and manufacturing experiences weaved with selected courses in advanced theory and
methods. Among the required 30 units, students will have 15 units directly related to experiential
learning, which includes intensive lab work, real-world product design projects, and an industrial
co-op. For the rest of the 15 units, students will take at least six units from design and
manufacturing methods courses. Based on the suggestions by the MSB industrial advisory board,
FAS External Advisory Board, Canadian Manufacturers, and Exporters, and Engineers and
Geoscientists BC, there are also six units that students can take from MSB 801-3, which focusses

on communications and technical writing; and MSB 900-3 that covers standards and codes, law

and ethics, engineering economics, and project management. Students can also take three units or
more from other advanced technical courses offered in MSB. Because of a competitive job market,

co-op employers mainly prefer students who have completed a minimum of one year of
coursework. As a result, an on-line (0 unit) course has been designed in collaboration with the SFU

Co-op office and Engineers and Geoscientists BC to allow students to be able to graduate on their
co-op term. A support letter from Work Integrated Learning appears in Appendix 5. The curriculum
design addresses the needs of ITBs to help integrate them into the Canadian workforce. Their
specific needs of technical communication, EGBC recognition, and Canadian work experiences
can be addressed through completing this program. The curriculum also addresses the practicing
engineers' needs to be well-skilled in the entire design process, to appreciate the role of
mechatronics product realization in the context of business development, to gain new knowledge
in mechatronics, and to gain project management experience.

In summary, currently there is no similar program in BC or Canada with the following distinctive

features:

1) Coursework: Mechatronic Product Realization with intensive hands-on

experience,

2) Product Realization projects, combined with law, ethics, and business aspects of

engineering, and
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3) Industrial co-op

d) Potential areas/sectors of employment for graduates and/or opportunities for further

study.

The graduates of this program will have potential opportunities similar to those of our

undergraduate program alumni. Since mechatronics is a multidisciplinary engineering field, our
graduates have the advantage of being qualified for a broader spectra ofjobs. The MSE program
has an excellent reputation of graduating students who find employment provincially, nationally
and internationally. Of note, organizations such as BC Hydro, TESLA, SpaceX, Intel, Kiewit,

Arista, and Seaspan have hired our graduates.

For the period 2011-2015, the employment record of our MSE alumni is summarized in the figure

below. The data were generated by personal contact with the alumni or by accessing their Linkedin

account. The data include a population of 259 students who graduated during this period.

■ Control / Systems Eng. (21.8%)

■ Electrical Eng. (6.4%)

■ Mechanical Eng. (10.9%)

■ Software Eng. (9.5%)

■ Manufacturing (16.4%)

■ Design / Developer (9.5%)

p. Management (3.6%)

■ Research (7.3%)

Service & Consulting (10.5%)

a Non-Engineering (4.1%)

The List of NOC codes for jobs obtained by our MSE alumni is given below

2132 Mechanical Engineers

2133 Electrical and Electronics Engineer

2147 Computer Engineers

2173 Software Engineers and Designers

2141 Industrial and Manufacturing Engineers

0211 Engineering Managers

0911 Manufacturing Managers

2146 Aerospace Engineers

2145 Petroleum Engineers

e) Delivery methods

The Program will be delivered in a traditional face-to-face classroom-based setting. Students will

complete at least 30 units of graduate work: 15 units directly related to experiential learning, which

includes an eight-month capstone design project (covered in two consecutive terms), intensive lab
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work, and an industrial co-op. For the capstone projects, students may select from an industry-
sponsored, a faculty or student-proposed project. The capstone design project is an open-ended
student-driven problem that entails components of teamwork, technical communication,
engineering ethics and social implications. Teams of students receive the constant guidance of one
of our faculty members who act as their supervisor for the eight-month period. For the rest of 15
units, students will take at least six units from design and manufacturing methods courses. The

Program will be delivered using a cohort model, but optional courses will provide students with
flexibility (primarily in the final term) to deal with their interests.

f) Program Strengths

This Program fills a significant need of highly qualified personnel in the areas of product realization
design, manufacturing, and automation. The strength of the program relies on the combination of
three critical key areas: experimental learning, academic courses in modern mechatronic systems,

and work experience.

This program is intended to provide a transition path from the academic formation to the Canadian
workplace. In addition to the specialized courses on mechatronic design, some courses focus on
law and ethics, professionalism, standard and codes, engineering economics and project

management. The capstone project is proposed by an industrial sponsor, though some projects are

proposed by faculty whose research has industrial relevance. Based on our experience with the

undergraduate capstone project, the students may also propose their own projects, which have an
entrepreneurial spirit. In all cases, students have to solve real-life problems and maintain constant
communication with the industrial partners and the project supervisor, who is a faculty member of

our school. Once the formative training of academic courses and capstone design are completed,

the students are placed on a four or eight-month co-op, where they gain significant experience in

the Canadian workplace. All students that are in a co-op term require taking an online course that

has been developed in collaboration with the SFU co-op office (see the attached support letter from
Work Integrated Learning). It is worth mentioning that the co-op office has a 100% placement

record during the three years of the program. This success has been achieved through dedicated

workshops on resume writing and interview skills, developing relations with employers, and

assisting students on a personal basis.

An overview of the level of support and recognition from other post-secondary institutions,

and relevant regulatory or professional bodies, where applicable and plans for admissions

and transfer within the British Columbia post-secondary education system.

There is a high demand for engineering professional degree programs in Canada with a few

successful Master of Engineering programs established across Canada. The MPR will fill a niche

market.

The program was conceived after full discussions and consultation with the following persons and

organizations:

• MSB advisory Board including
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o Matt Dion (Chief Executive Officer - Mintent),

o Bruce Fingarson (General Manager & COO Automation West Technologies,

formerly: Surrey Fluid Power Ltd.), and

o Gillian Pichler, (Director, Registration & Licensing EGBC). Engineering

practice is regulated by the Association of Professional Engineers and

Geoscientists of the Province of British Columbia (EGBC).

Faculty of Applied Science External Advisory Board

Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters (CME)

Society of Internationally Trained Engineers (SITE) in BC

S.U.C.C.E.S.S

Progressive Intercultural Community Services Society (PICS)

Local manufacturers focus group including

o Arie Van Muyen, Manager of Engineering, Ellet Industries

o Chris Campbell, Senior Manager, R&D, Indoor General Area, Philips Lighting

North America

o Dory Meynert, VP Supply Chain, Creation Technologies

o Ray Wong, Chief of Engineering, SeaStar Solutions

o Wes Hallam, Director of Manufacturing, Corvus Energy

o Victor Goncalves, Director of Engineering, Alpha Technologies

o Laura Petrescu, Manager of Engineering and Technology Development,

Avcorp Industries, Inc.

Through the cohort special arrangement program, MSE has built up a close collaboration with the

Eraser International College (FIC). FIC has developed a 13-week non-credit program leading to

admission into the Master of Engineering in Mechatronic Product Realization program (MPR).

FIC promotes the MPR to international students and admits students based on the admissions

requirements of the University (https://www.ffaseric.ca/programs/pme). A memorandum of

understanding was signed between SFU and FIC in June 2016 (Appendix 5).

Related programs in the institution or other British Columbia post-secondary institutions.

The School of Mechatronic Systems Engineering offers a research-based Master's of Applied

Science (MASc) degree. This is a thesis-based program focused on an independent project with a

significant research component. The student defends the thesis in a public examination (defence),

according to the university regulations. Students in the MASc program may complete an optional

one-term co-op placement.
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The School of Engineering Science (ENSC) at SFU offers a course-intensive Master of Engineering
(MEng) program. This program curriculum includes a core set of specified ENSC courses in
advanced engineering topics (12 units), a set of elective graduate courses from ENSC (15 units)
which can include courses from Computing Science, MSE, or the Faculty of Science (up to 9 units)
to broaden and deepen the students' knowledge in their area of interest. Unlike a cohort program,
students in the ENSC MEng program provides students the freedom to customize their course
choices independently. An additional 3 unit course on engineering project management and
development, and the ability to enroll in up to two co-op placements (optional) for real-world
industrial experience rounds out this program designed to broaden and strengthen students'
knowledge base in engineering.

The University of British Columbia (UBC) has two Master of Engineering programs: Master of
Engineering Leadership (MEL) and Master of Engineering (MEng). Both of these programs are
course-based programs that have a duration of 12 months with an optional co-op placement. The
MEL program targets practicing professionals and it combines business and leadership skills with
technical courses on particular specializations, none of which is mechatronics. The MEng program

is a field-specific course-based program designed for engineers wishing to upgrade their training.
Among the different options, there is one oh Mechatronic Design offered by the Department of
Mechanical Engineering. This program is distinct from ours as it focuses on the academic aspect
of mechatronics, coursework only, whereas our program is designed around the transition between

university and industry.

The University of Victoria (UVic) has a generic Master's in Engineering (MEng) program that is
designed to strengthen and extend the knowledge gained at the undergraduate level. The program
consists of eight graduate-level courses, a graduate seminar, and a research project.

The MSE's MPR program provides its graduates with training in mechatronic product design and
manufacturing technologies, as well as real-world experience through a mandatory industrial co
op program that will expedite their absorption into the Job market. The combination of technical,
communication, engineering law and ethics, and business courses and mandatory co-op, make it

unique in Canada.

Contact information

Farid Golnaraghi
Professor and Director, School of Mechatronic Systems Engineering
(778) 782-8054
mfgolnar@sfu.ca
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PART B: Information required by Simon Fraser University

PROGRAM DETAILS

a) Graduation requirements, target audience

Students will complete 30 units of graduate work. These units are divided into three sections: 15

units of graduate coursework, 12 units of specialized lab/project work, and 3 units of work
experience, which includes a co-op term and an online course titled "Becoming a Professional
Engineer" that must be taken in conjunction with co-op.

Six courses must be taken from the choices below:

•  The following three courses:

o MSB 801 - Research and Publication Methods (3)

o MSB 900 - Engineering in the Canadian Context (3)

o MSB 901 - Becoming a Professional Engineer (0), in conjunction with co-op

•  At least two of the following courses:

o MSB 726 - Introduction to Engineering Design Optimization (3)

o MSB 727 - Finite Element Analysis (3)

o MSB 780 - Manufacturing Systems (3)

•  One graduate technical elective course:

o Any other MSB 700/800 level course (3)

Lab/Project Work

Students must take the following lab/project-based courses. Only students enrolled in the Master

of Engineering in Mechatronic Product Realization program will be permitted to enroll in these

courses:

• MSB 995 - Advanced Modeling and Prototyping (6)

•  MSB 921 - Product Realization Project I (3)

• MSB 922 - Product Realization Project II (3)

Co-Operative Education

A term of co-operative education is an integral part of this program. Students will register in MSB

793 and be expected to find a suitable industry partner for the co-op term with the assistance of the

co-op office. Those students who wish to conduct an 8-month coop placement, will have to register

to a second co-op course. The students may also opt to work as a paid research assistant under the

supervision of a faculty member in an area relevant to the program. Alternatively, if a co-op

placement cannot be made due to extenuating circumstances, a student may request to the program
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director to take an appropriate graduate course instead (with preference given to MSE graduate
courses). Students are required to enrol in the course "Becoming a Professional Engineer" during

the co-op term which will be administered by one of the MSE faculty members.

Academic Requirements within the Graduate General Regulations

All graduate students must satisfy the academic requirements that are specified in the graduate
general regulations (residence, coursework, academic progress, supervision, completion time, and
degree completion), as well as the specific requirements for the program in which they are enrolled,
as discussed in this document.

Target Audience

Our intended audience is individuals, both within Canada and internationally, who already have

degrees in mechanical engineering, electrical engineering or a related field, but who wish to
enhance their career opportunities in the rapidly growing area of mechatronics. It is not intended to

prepare students on a research path; that is the focus of existing MSc degrees offered at SFU and
elsewhere.

b) Admission requirements

To qualify for admission to the Master of Engineering program in Mechatronic Product Realization,
a student must satisfy the university admission requirements for a Master's program as stated in
Graduate General Regulations 1.3 in the SFU calendar and the student must hold a bachelor's

degree or equivalent in Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechatronic Engineering,
Engineering Science or a related field with a cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 3.0 (on a
scale of 0.0 - 4.33) or the equivalent.

Applicants graduated from either a Canadian or a foreign university are welcome to
apply. Applicants must meet the minimum University requirements as per graduate
admissions policy "1.3.3: Admission to a Master's Program"

c) Evidence of student interest and labor market demand

The School has conducted a significant market survey in support of the MPR program and the

attached labor market survey results from our current co-op employers are provided in Appendix

5. This survey was to gauge the likelihood of participating companies supporting practicing

engineers taking this program. It is also found through the survey that "Advanced Manufacturing"
might not be the best area. Therefore, a focus group of local manufacturers was organized
afterwards whose deliberations led to a change in the focus and the title of the program (see below).

A focus group of local manufacturers indicated that the market demand calls for mechatronic

product designer and manufacturers. Therefore the program name was changed from "Advanced
Manufacturing" to "Mechatronic Product Realization" to address a wide scope of product

development technologies that include both product design and manufacturing.
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Our largest target student group is the Society of Internationally Trained Engineers (ITE). A focus

group of SITEs has been organized at MSE Surrey and overwhelmingly positive responses from
the group. Currently, SITE-BC has close to 800 members and the desire to have a higher degree in

a Canadian university as well as the Canadian industry experience is very strong. Please see

Appendix 5 for the support letter from SITE-BC president.

The Canadian Manufacturers & Exporters (CME) is Canada's leading trade and industry

association serving as the voice of 10,000 leading companies. CME has apath2work program that

is mandated to place ITEs to the workforce. CME is a strong supporter of the proposed MPR

program

EGBC will recognize their education in MPR and will deem the graduates having the same

credentials as any graduate from a Canadian accredited engineering program, i.e., the graduates are

eligible for applying Engineer In Training (EIT) with no need to take additional courses or exams.

EGBC will further recognize their co-op experience as Canadian work experience. Please see

Appendix 5 for their support letter.

The following is an example of the companies in which the MSE MPR students have been placed

for co-op industrial positions

Affinity Manufacturing Ltd.

Algo Communications

Automation West Technologies Ltd.

Ballard Power Systems Inc.

BC Hydro

Empower Operations Corp.

Laboratory for Alternative Energy Conversion

Mercedes-Benz Fuel Cell.

Sierra Wireless

StandardAero Inc.

Stem Cells Technologies Inc.

TransLink

Vitrum Glass Group

Weatherhaven Global Resources Ltd. ̂

The following table reflects the number of applicants interested in the program and the actual

number admitted individuals who actually showed up. As shown, the demand for the program is

on a steady rise. Based on the numbers shown, it is expect to have around 25 students enrolled in

the program in 2019-2020 academic year.

The story of a MSE MPR student working at Weatherhaaven caught the attention of SFU News:
https://www.sfu.ca/sfiinews/stories/2018/05/sfu-graduate-student-applies-engineering-skills-to-advance-natio.html
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Year Number of Applicants Admits to Program (Actually showed up)

2015 15 2

2016 27 8

2017 45 15

2018 74 23

2019 - EXPECTED 25

d) Eligibility for scholarships, awards, and financial aid

The current plan is to offer two graduate awards valued at $6,000 each from the School of
Mechatronic Systems Engineering to attract top students to our program. With increasing
enrollment in the program, potentially more awards can be given. The budget for the above awards

will be allocated from the MPR tuition transfers to MSB.

Students admitted to the program can make use of the financial aid program. The School of
Mechatronic Systems Engineering program manager has contacted the financial aid office
concerning this eligibility.

e) Program evaluation and academic/administrative oversight

The steering committee for the Master of Engineering Program consists of the Program Chair
(currently Dr. Flavio Firmani), the Chair of the Graduate Program Committee (currently Dr.
Mehrdad Moallem), and the Director of the School (currently Dr. Farid Golnaraghi).

The program will be reviewed internally using the same mechanisms that are used to review the
other graduate programs in the School of Mechatronic Systems Engineering. Changes to the
program will be administered through the MSB Graduate Program Committee.

f) Main competitors outside BC

At its conception, the MSB was the second Mechatronics undergraduate degree program in Canada.
At this point, there are at least five programs in place in the country. However, SFU MSB is the
only independent degree program.

Our key competitor is the University of Waterloo's Department of Mechanical and Mechatronics
Engineering which has an MEng program with a Graduate Diploma in Design. This diploma also
requires a 2-term capstone design project, which is equivalent to ours; however, it does not have a
mandatory co-op requirement.

The University of Toronto's Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering offers an MEng
coursework program. Students may customize their degree by taking some mechatronic-related
courses towards a technical specialization certificate in the area of Robotics and Mechatronics. The
program has neither a design capstone project nor a mandatory co-op requirement.
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McMaster's Electrical and Computer Engineering department offers two MEng programs,

Electrical and Biomedical Engineering and Electrical and Computer Engineering. Neither of these

programs has a mechatronic design content nor a mandatory co-op requirement.

The University of Ottawa's Faculty of Engineering offers a generic MEng program where students

take a variety of courses including some courses in the area of dynamics, controls, automation and

robotics. The program neither has a dedicated stream in Mechatronics nor a mandatory co-op

requirement.

The majority of MEng programs offered in other Canadian universities are more generic, where

students take a variety of courses that are not specific to a particular field.
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PART C: RESOURCES

a) Enrolment Plan

Year Number of Applicants Admits to Program (Actually showed up)

2015 15 2

2016 27 8

2017 45 15

2018 74 23

2019 - BXPBCTBD 25

b) Resources required and/or available to implement the program (financial and

personnel) including any new faculty appointments

The program will require three MSB faculty (and one backup to address study leaves) to teach its
specifically designed MPR courses ($342,000/yr.). These courses are treated in the same fashion
as the other courses offered in the School, as far as the faculty workload is concerned. The program

will required an Academic Program Coordinator ($30,000/yr), who will be in charged of
administrative, recruitment and admission requirements of the program. The courses are laboratory

heavy, and require participation of the MSB technical staff, and teaching assistants who will be
paid through the funds generated by the MPR tuition fees (expected to be around $50,000/yr.). Also
MSB has agreed to contribute in-part towards the salaries of a co-op coordinator, and a co-op

advisor (the total amount is under negotiation at this stage but should not exceed $20,000/yr.) until

the university overheads can sustain these expenses. An additional $20,000/yr. will be devoted to
the course operational needs.

For 25 students per year, the program will be self funding and would not require additional

resources.

c) Faculty member's teaching/supervision

Three faculty members are required to specifically teach

MSB 900 - Bngineering in the Canadian Context (3)

MSB 995 - Advanced Modeling and Prototyping (6)

MSB 921 - Product Realization Project I (3)

MSB 922 - Product Realization Project II (3)

MSB 901 — Becoming a Professional Bngineer (0)

The other program courses are offered at the School on a regular basis and are absorbed internally.
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d) Proposed tuition and other program fees including a justification

Tuition for the full Program will be charged on a term basis, as presented in the original cohort
arrangement program, with a 25% continuing fee after the compulsory 16-month program. The
reduction on the continuing fee structure has the purpose of promoting students to take a two-term
co-op. Many industrial companies prefer longer co-ops because of the time that is required for
training students. However, the co-op salary of our MSB MPR students is considerably less than
the salary received by students in other SFU professional programs, making the cost of extending
their work experience to two terms less affordable.

The regular program (one-term co-op) will have a cost of $28,143 per student for domestic students
and $33,782 for international students. The extended program (two-term co-op) will have a cost
of $29,902 for domestic and $35,893 for international students. The co-op fees are included in the
term fees. The tuition fees are summarized in the following table:

Regular Program (4 terms)

Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Total

Domestic $7,035.81 $7,035.81 $7,035.81 $7,035.81 $28,143.24

International $8,445.41 $8,445.41 $8,445.41 $8,445.41 $33,781.63

Extended Coop Program (5 Terms)

Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 Total

Domestic $7,035.81 $7,035.81 $7,035.81 $7,035.81 $1,758.95 $29,902.19

International $8,445.41 $8,445.41 $8,445.41 $8,445.41 $2,111.35 $35,892.98
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Since each year there will be a new cohort, the expenses are calculated on a yearly basis. The tuition
fees will offset the following expenses:

Program Expenses Cost per Unit Number of Units Total

Pull-Time Paculty $121,379.00 2.0 $242,7528.00

Pull-Time Lecturer
$99,934.50 1.0 $99,934.50

(manufacturing)

Program Coordinator $60,836 0.5 $30,418.00

Co-op Coordinator/Advisor $20,000.00 1.0 $20,000.00

Technical Support $24,000.00 1.0 $24,000.00

Teaching Assistants $1,392.00 17.0 $23,664.00

Marketing $10,000 1.0 $10,000.00

Lab Material/Maintenance $16,000.00 1.0 $16,000.00

Course Development $10,000.00 1.0 $10,000.00

Graduate Awards $6,000.00 2.0 $12,000.00

EAL Curriculum $500.00 1.0 $500.00

Subtotal Program Expenses $489,274.50

Budget Justification

Full-Time Term Faculty

Three full-time term faculty members are required to teach specifically designed MPR courses. We

follow Policy A 12.05 on full-time term research faculty. The salary for each full-time term faculty
will be at the Assistant Professor salary scale and combined with a market differential; the salary

will be $103,240 plus 17.57% benefits for the full-time faculty ($121,379 ea). The full-time term
lecturer salary is $85,000 plus 17.57% benefits ($99,934.50).

The specifically designed MPR courses include 27 units related to the Graduate Coursework and
the Laboratory Courses (8 courses). This request also accounts for anticipated faculty leaves. An

intake of 20 students in every cohort will cover for two full-time term faculty members. The hirings

will be made as the student intake stabilizes towards the maximum of 25 students.

Academic Program Coordinator

The program assistant will be an APSA staff member (Grade 6, Step 7, 0.5 PTE) who will assist
with admissions, ongoing paperwork related to the program, assisting students with their visa
letters, collecting feedback from students and coordinating with the co-op program. This position
is equivalent to the program coordinator in the MEng in Computer Science. The salary will be
$60,836.00 for 1.0 PTE, thus $30,418.00 for 0.5 PTE.

Technical Support

The three lab courses would require significant technical support from our technicians and

machinists. It is anticipated some of the lab courses may be offered in evenings to avoid conflict
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with existing curriculum and to accommodate working students. The cost is estimated to be
$8,000.00 per term (excluding coop term) to pay for their time.

Teaching Assistants

Teaching assistants will be paid at $1392 per base unit (for PhD students; the rate is slightly lower
for master's students). We have allocated 17 base units for the courses in this program totaling
$23,664.00. This is more TA support than in our normal graduate program, but warranted by the
lab coursework in this program.

Co-op Coordinator and Co-op Advisor

The unit expects the co-op personnel salaries to arrive from the program overhead funds. Until
then, we aim to support, in part, the co-op program with two positions. The first position is a half-
time Co-op Coordinator Position (APSA, Grade 10, Step 8, 0.5 PTE) who will be responsible for
developing the employer relations and generating postings within the program to help ensure that
all the students are placed in a co-op position. The second position is a half-time Co-op Student
Career Advisor (APSA, Grade 7, Step 6, 0.5 PTE) who will be responsible of assisting students
with resume writing, interview skills, etc. The contribution of MSE to the total amount is under
negotiation at this stage but should not exceed $20,000/yr. until the university overheads is
sustainable to pay these costs.

Lab Material and Maintenance

The new lab courses demand high material consumption, machine shop maintenance, and machine
tool repair costs. The material costs for machining, 3D prototyping, and product prototyping are
high; and the maintenance and repair costs for high-end machines such as CNC, 3D Printers, and
CMC are high. We thus budget for $16,000 per year as on-going expenses for the purposes.

Graduate Awards

The current plan is to offer two graduate awards at $6,000 each from the School of Mechatronic

Systems Engineering to attract top students to our program. With increasing enrollment in the

program, potentially more awards can be given.

EAL Curriculum

Since most of the students are anticipated to be international, they will face barriers in language
and communication skills while seeking placements for employment. To this end, MSE will support

students having English as a second language. The online course Job Search Success offered by the
Work Integrated Learning (Co-op Education) is $20.00 per student, $500.00 for the cohort.
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PART C: Appendices

Appendix 1. Calendar entry

Mechatronic Product Realization

MASTER OF ENGINEERING

Description of Program

The Mechatronic Product Realization program trains students with leading-edge product

development techniques, processes, and manufacturing systems.

Mechatronics is a multi-disciplinary engineering field that incorporates three areas of study:

mechanical, electrical and computer engineering. Given the rapid growth of new information
technologies, digital circuits, and additive manufacturing technologies, the market for new
mechatronic products is growing exponentially in all industry sectors, including consumer products
and electronics, automotive, medical, industrial and aerospace.

Offered by the School of Mechatronic Systems Engineering at Simon Eraser University, this

program provides students with a premier curriculum—^through dedicated courses, design
projects, and industrial co-ops—^to stay competitive in product design and manufacturing.

Admission Requirements
Applicants must satisfy the University admission requirements as stated in Graduate General
Regulations 1.3 in the SFU Calendar and hold a bachelor's degree, or equivalent, in mechanical
engineering, electrical engineering, mechatronic engineering, engineering science or a related
field with a cumulative grade point average (CGPA) of 3.0 or the equivalent.

Program Requirements
This program consists of required courses, lab courses, and a co-op for a minimum of 30 units.

Students must complete

MSE 801- Research and Publication Methods (3)

MSE 900 — Engineering in the Canadian Context (3)

MSE 901 - Becoming a Professional Engineer (0)

MSE 995- Advanced Modeling and Prototyping (6)

and two of
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MSE 726 - Introduction to Engineering Design Optimization (3)

MSE 727 - Finite Element Analysis (3)

MSE 780 - Manufacturing Systems (3)

and one graduate MSE course

and two projects

MSE 921 - Product Realization Project I (3)

MSE 922 - Product Realization Project II (3)

and a minimum of one co-op term

MSE 793 - Graduate Co-op (3) *

*students must enrol in MSE 901 - Becoming a Professional Engineer (0) concurrently

Program Length
Students are expected to complete the program requirements in 4 or 5 terms (16 or 20 months).

Other information

Co-op

A co-op internship is an integral part of this program. Students will register for one or two co-op

terms. With assistance from the co-op coordinator for this program, students will be expected to

find a suitable industry partner for the co-op placement. The students may also opt to work for a

faculty member as a paid research assistant. Alternatively, in extenuating circumstances, a student

may appeal to the program director to take an elective course from the list of electives for this

program instead of a co-op. Students are required to enroll in the course becoming a Professional

Engineer during the co-op term. This course is administered by the MSE faculty. The duration

depends on whether the student takes a 4 month or 8 month co-op placement during the degree.

Academic Requirements within the Graduate General Regulations
All graduate students must satisfy the academic requirements that are specified in the Graduate

General Regulations, as well as the specific requirements for the program in which they are enrolled.
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Appendix 2

New courses

• MSE 794 - Graduate Co-op Practicum II

• MSE 901 - Becoming a professional Engineer (0)

Course Change

• MSE 793 - Graduate Co-op Practicum I
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SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY

GRADUATE STUDIES'S POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWS

Graduate Course Change
Attach a separate document if more space is required.

Course Subject/Number [^g£yg3

Course Title ^ ^ ^
G

Effective Term and Year
Fall 2019

raduate Co-op Practicum I

Rationale for Change:

Introduction of a second course: Graduate Co-op Practicum II (MSE 794)

Proposed Changes [Check all that apply)

[iJcourse number [Zl Units* [/] Title Description 0 Prerequisite I I Other

Complete only the fields to be changed

FROM TO

Course Subject/Number Course Subject/Number

: Units ■ Units*

Course Title Course Title (max 100 characters)

Graduate Co-bp Practicum Graduate Co-op Practicum 1

Course Short Title Course Short Title (max 30 characters]

Description Description

Prerequisite: Approval of both senior supervisor and
graduate program chair.

Prerequisite: Approval of both senior supervisor and graduate
program chair. Corequisite: MSE 901.

Other Other

any relevant program revisions resulting from this course change.
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REMINDER: All course changes must be identified on a cover memo and confirmed as approved when submitted to FGSC
and SGSC.

wmm- eoMTAGT Hnsm
Department/School/Program Contact name Contact email
Mechatronlc Systems Engineering Mehrdad Moallem mmoaliem@sftj.ca

Department Graduate Program Committee Slgnatu

M" M OCt-ll—fi'Vvi
Department Chair

FACOlTYAPPROVAt-
Faculty Graduate Studies Committee (FGSC) ^nKaSM»F*^Bt8.o^tnenF«»ei Date

f •UnlWJily.ourfJculli'rfAppOed
P^rt /...-£ltsa.eRt>ll«idbcgpsfuxa.c^
OCy Date3BIL(»i)10C]U:a-<ir00'

^:g;ENAtG G,RA5UAT£ STUPlgSMMMITTES APPJROVAL
Senate Graduate Studies Commillee (SGSC) Tignatur^J^^^ ^

Jeff Derksen HI

ADMiNISTRATiVE SECTION (for DOS office only] /
Eourss Attributfli

Goufso Attribute Vamar

instruction Mode: i.
, 1 , ,i i M

.  SEP 2 4 2D1B

If dtfferfinl from regular units:
Acatteintc ProgrosB Units:
Financial Aid Progress Unite: _
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GRADUATE AND

POSTDOCTORAL STUDIES

New Graduate Course Proposal

Course Subject (eg. PSYC) MSE I Number (eg. 810) 794 I Units (eg. 4) 3
Course title (max. iOO characters)

Graduate Co-op Practicum II
Short title (for enroUment/transcript - max. 30 characters) CO~Op II

Course description for SFU Calendar (course descriptions should be brief and should never begin with phrases such as "This cgurse will..." or "The
purpose of this course is..." If the grading basis is satisfactory/unsatisfactory indude this in the description)
To complement their academic studies, students in the MSE graduate program may complete this optional one-semester co-op practicum
(MSE 794) of paid practical experience in an appropriate industrial setting. The practicum will appear on the students transcnpt, but does not
count towards the student's CGPA and course requirements for the .degree. Students require a pre-approval from the senior supervisor and
Graduate Program Chair in order to apply for the practicum. Arrangements for the practicum are made through the School s co-op
coordinators and SFU's Co-op office.

I Rationale for introduction of this course

Some co-op employers and students would prefer to have 8 months of co-op. The course can be
taken following MSE793 (Graduate Co-op Practicum 1) to fulfill the above requirement.

Units (eg. 4) 3

Term of initial offering (eg. Fall 2019)

Frequency of offerings/year

Fail 2019
Course delivery (eg. 3 hxs/week for 13 weeks)

At least 420 hrs per semester (e.g., 32 hrs/week for 13 weeks)

Estimated enrollment per offering .

Equivalent courses (courses that replicates the content of this course to such an extent that students should not receive credit for both courses)

Prerequisite and/or Corequisite |\/|SE 793; CO"req: MSE 901

rriminal record check required? □ Yes ifyes is selected, add this as prerequisite Additional course fees? [jYes Bno

Campus where course wdl be taught DBurnaby Psurrey Dvancouver Doreat Northern Way Eoffcampus

Course Components* - PLecture □Seminar pLab □independent Dcapstone [/|
Grading Basis 1 [letter grades ^0 Satisfactory/ Unsatisfactory 1  I In Progress / Complete

Repeat for credit? □ Yes f/l No Total repeals allowed? Repeat within a term? 1—1 Yes [Z] No
Required course? □ Yes El No Final exam required? □ Yes [7] No Capstone course? □ Yes \7\uo
Combined with a undergrad course? Qycs [ZINo Ifyes, identify which undergraduate course and theadditicnal courserequirementsfor
graduate students:

* See important definitions on the curriculum website.
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RESOURCES

If additional resources are required to offer this course, provide information on the source(s) of those additional resources.

Faculty ju£nJjer(s) who will normally teach this course

MSE faculty supervising graduate students
Additional faculty members, q>ace, and/or specialized equipment required in order to ofer this coarse

No such resources are required to offer this course

•CONTACT PERSON

Academic Unit / Program

Mechatronics

Name (typicdly. Graduate Program Chair)

Mehrdad Moallem mmoallem@sfu.ca

ACADEMIC UNIT APPROVAL

A course outline must be included.

Non-departmentBlized faculties need not sign

Graduate Program Committee

M. Moallem

Department Chair Signature

FACULTY APPROVAL

The course form and outline must be sent by FGSC to the chairs of each FGSC (fgsc-list@sfii.ca) to check for an overlap in content

?  [V YOverlap check done? YES

This approval indicates that all the necessary course content and overlap concerns have been resolved. The Faculty/Academic Unit
commits to providing the necessary resources.

'  ( DlBlBSyslgnedbyMIrzaFalulBeg — ,
Faculty Graduate Studies Committee iignature. . v DN!o»MtaF.toi8e3,e=simonF7»w t>ate
'  iyiTyvn Fb S3

y.'^enmfcmlbesesfiiea.csCA
Mirza Faisal Beg i__^ y D..«aoiBJB.DioMsa5^i7'oo' | .

A library review will be conducted. If additional funds am necessary, DGS will contact the academic unit prior to SGSC.

y.•'cnYSl&^fbegdsfu.a, csCA
^ Date;201 00:45t36-07'00'

SEP 2 4 2018

■■a SENATE GRADUATE STUDIES COMMITTEE APPROVAL
Senate Graduate Studies Committee Signature/

Jeff Derksen iZ/A

ADMINISTRAWEK^C
Library Checlc
Courae Attrtfairte:
Course ArnlbuteValue:.
Instruction Modej«
AltendancaTypK

I ofhce only}
rTlW Sit ?

^dlRierent from regular units:
Academic Propew Units: £» |
Financial Aid Progress Lfnltsi /I
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GRADUATE AND

POSTDOCTORAL STUDIES

New Graduate Course Proposal

Course Subject (eg. PSYC) MSE Number (eg. 810) 901 Units (eg. 4) Q

Course title (max. 100 characters)

Becoming a Professional Engineer
Short title (for enrollment/transcript - max. 30 characters) ^0QQ[^jp|g Q PFHQ

Course description for SFU Calendar (course descriptions should be brief and should never begin with phrases such as "This course wUl..." or "The
purpose of this course is..." If the grading basis is satisfactory/unsatisfactory include this in the description)

Core competencies and skills required by a Professional Engineer (PEng) are presented including code of ethics and
the fundamental steps in becoming a professional engineer in British Columbia (BC). The course teaches students how
to report and substantiate their work experience to Engineers and Geologists BC (EGBC), the licensing and regulatory
body in BC; and how to document their skills and experience by critiquing prior documentation and through
documentation of their coop experience, it should be noted that there would be no formal evaluation of skills by SFU.

Rationale for introduction of this course

Co-op office requires that students should not finish their studies with a co-op semester being their last semester.
This 0-credit online course is proposed to resolve the issue. The students can take it online while doing their
co-op.

Term of initial offering (eg. Fall 2019)

Fall 2019
Course delivery (eg. 3 hrs/week for 13 weeks)

Online

Frequency of offerings/year _
3 per year

Estimated enrollment per offering — _
do

Equivalent courses (courses that replicates the content of this course to such an extent that students should not receive credit for both courses)

N/A

Prerequisite and/or Corequisite Mechatronlcs Product Realization MEng program; co-requisite: MSE 793 or MSE 794

Criminal record check required? Q Yes if yes is selected, add this as prerequisite Additional course fees? 1 lYes [3no

Campus where course will be taught HHBurnab)'  1 1 Surrey [3 Vancouver 1 Icreat Northern Way 13 Off campus

Course Components * [ZlLecture ^Seminar UHLab 1  1 Independent nCap.stone f3 Online

Grading Basis CD Letter grades 13 Satisfactory/ Unsatisfactory 1  1 In Progress / Complete

Repeat for credit? Yes [3 No Total repeats allowed? 0 Repeat within a term? |3 Yes |3 No

Required course? [3 Yes [3 No Final exam required? 1 1 Yes l/l No Capstone course? [3 Yes [3 No

Combined with a undergrad course? [3Yes [3
graduate students:

No If yes, identify which undergraduate course and the additional course requirements for

See important definitions on the curriculum website.
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RESOURCES

Tf additional resources are required to oifer diis course, provide information on the source(s) of those additional resources.

Faculty member(s) who will normally teach this course

Krishna Vijayaraghavan
Additional faculty members, space, and/or specialized equipment required in order to offer this course

No space or specialized equipment required

►CONTACT PERSON
Academic Unit / Program

Mechatronics
Kame (typically, Graduate Program Chair)

Mehrdad Moallem mmoallenn@sfu.ca

tmm ACADEMIC UNIT APPROVAL
A course outline must be Included.

Non-departmentalized faculties need not sign
Graduate Program Committee
M. Moallem

Signature

Signature

Wttm FACULTY APPROVAL
The course form and outline must be sent by FGSC to the chairs of each FGSC {fgsc-list@sfu.ca) to check fisr an overlap in content

? nfvOverlap check done? YES

This approval indicates that all the necessary course content and overlap concerns have been resolved. The Faculty/Academic Unit
commits to providing the necessary resources.

Signature . V DN: cnsMlru PaUal Beo. eaSimer
Mirza Falssi

Oigtuify signed ^Mm False) Be
. eaSimen

Iiy of Applied

g I ^
Beg  Fnicr

Science.
Faculty Graduate Studies Committee

Mirza Faisal Beq

A library review" will be conducted. 3fadditional funds are necessary, DGS will contact Ihe academic unit prior to SGSC

CttteaoiBpOBAI 00:4M-07W

SENATE GRADUATE STUDIES COMMIJTEE APPROVAL
Senate Graduate Studies Committee Signature

Jeff Derksen SEP 21 2016

ADMINISTRATIVE SECgpM ^rDGS office only)
Library Chack: bhr U 0 ZUlH
Course Attribute:
Course Attribute Value:
Irrstructlon Mode:
Attendance Type:

If difietentfrom regular uhRs''^'
Academic Progress Units:
Financial Aid Progress Units ••• - ••
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MSE 901

Becoming a Professional Engineer (MSE 901)

School of Mechatronic Systems Engineering

Description:

This course has been developed in consultation with the Engineers and Geoscientists British
Columbia (EGBC) to familiarize students with the fundamental steps needed to become a
professional engineer (P.Eng.) in BC. Through this course, students will be exposed to the core
competencies and skills required by a P.Eng. and the P.Eng. code of ethics. The course also
teaches students how to report and substantiate their work experience to EGBC, the licensing and
regulatory body. The students will learn to document their skills and experience by critiquing
prior documentation and through hands on documentation of their coop experience.

Credit: 0 credit; SAT/UNSAT grading

Pre-Requisite/Co-requisite:

To be taken in co-op term

Outcome:

•  Explain the responsibilities of a P.Eng.

•  Recognize the steps need for becoming a P.Eng.

• Documenting skills under the competency reporting systems.

•  Critique work experience/skills reporting and substantiation.
•  Introduce the concept of lifelong learning.

•  Understands steps to apply to be an Engineer-In-Training (EIT).

Instructor:

MSE faculty

Delivery Method:

The course will be delivered via online lectures.

Course Modules

•  Overview of EGBC and on registering as a professional engineer (P.Eng.)

o Review of the core competencies and skills required by a P.Eng.

•  Evaluation and licensure process undertaken by EGBC

•  EGBC process of evaluation of experience such as international experience, prior
experience and non-P.Eng supervision
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•  Identij5cation skills within the categories of the seven core competencies and proper

documentation of skills* for career development

•  Introduction to the mandatory EGBC Overview of Legal and Ethical Issues Course.

•  Procedure for Engineer-In-Training (EIT) with EGBC

* Documentation is the main area people fail in doing well and are denied designation. EGBC
has agreed to provide resources and examples.

Course Assessment:

Assignments 90%

Report 10%

Total 100%

Assignment Grading: Assignments will be assigned and assessed by the instructor and the
relative wei^tages will be determined by the degree of difficulty and time required for its
completion.

Report: Students will create a detailed report to self-evaluate the prior experience and reflect on
competencies (identifying skills gap). Students will also present a plan for lifelong learning to
acquire their missing competencies.

Late Work: Late or missed work will not be tolerated. Failure to meet assignment deadlines will

result in a loss of two points per calendar day, up to five calendar days. On the sixth calendar
day, it will not be accepted. If emergencies arise, and sometimes they do, communicate with
your instructor to see if the deadline can be moved to help you get back on track.

Plagiarism: Any instance of cheating or plagiarism will result in loss of credit for the work and
will be reported to the Director of the School of MSE.

Grading Scheme: Student will receive a satisfactory ('S') grade if they receive a total score of
70% or more.
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Appendix 3. Details of program steering committee (if applicable)

Dr. Flavio Firmani, Program Chair

Dr. Mehrdad Moallem, Chair of the Graduate Program Committee

Dr. Farid Golnaraghi, Director of the School of Mechatronic Systems Engineering
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Appendix 4. Abbreviated curriculum vitae for faculty
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Flavio Firmani Ph.D., P.Epg.

School of Mechatronic Systems Engineering, Simon Eraser University, Surrey BC, V3T 0A3.
Office: Galleria 4378, Tel: 778.782.9940, email: fBrmani@sfu.ca

ACADEMIC EMPLOYMENT

2014 - Present Lecturer, School of Mechatronic Systems Engineering, Simon Eraser
University

2012 - 2014 Coordinator in Engineering Design, Faculty of Engineering,
University of Victoria

.2007.-2014 Research Associate, Department of Mechanical Engineering,
University of Victoria

2004 - 2014 Sessional Lecturer, Faculty of Engineering, University of Victoria

EDUCATION

2006 Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Mechanical Engineering, Department
of Mechanical Engineering, University of Victoria, Victoria, B.C.,
Canada. Thesis: Force-Unconstrained Foses of Redundantly Actuated
Planar Parallel Manipulators

1999 Bachelor (B .Eng.) in Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, Facuity
of Engineering, UNAM, Mexico City, Mexico. Thesis: Kinematic
Analysis of a Hexapod and its Application to Controlling the
Secondary Mirror of a Telescope (in Spanish)

TEACHING EXPERIENCE

2014 - Present Lecturer at School of Mechatronic Systems Engineering, SFU, Surrey.

MSE 210 - Engineering Measurement and Data Analysis
MSE 211 - Computational Methods for Engineers
MSE 221 - Statics and Strength of Materials

MSE 380 - Systems Modelling and Simulation
MSE 410 - Capstone Design Technical Project I
MSE 411 - Capstone Design Technical Project 11
MSE 428 - Design of Mechanisms

MSE 490 - Advanced Kinematics of Robotic Systems

2004 - 2014 Sessional Lecturer at University of Victoria.

MECH 430 / MECH 580 - Robotics

MECH 335 - Theory of Mechanisms
ELEC 426 - Robotics



Flavio Firmani Ph.D., P.Eng.
4378Galleria \ 778.782.9940\ jfirmam@^fu.ca

GRADUATE STUDENT CO-SUPERVISION

•  Soheil Sadeqi, Ph.D., "Design of a Hybrid Spherical Manipulator for Lower Limb
Exoskeleton Applications", 2013-2017

•  Shaun Bourgeois, M.Sc., 2016-Present

AWARDS AND NOMINATIONS

Teaching Excellence of the Faculty of Engineering, UVic (Nominated, 2014)
Gilian Sherwin Award for Excellence in Teaching, UVic, (Nominated, 2009)
IFToMM Young Delegate Award, (2007)
Andy Farquharson Award for Excellence in Graduate Student Teaching, (2006)
Best Paper of the Year 2005 in the Transactions of the CSME, (2005)
University of Victoria Fellowship, (2000)
Distinguished Student Scholarship, Faculty of Engineering, UNAM, (1993)

SELECTED PUBLICATIONS

Journal Publications

Firmani F., Robinovitch S., and Park E J., "Biometric System for Measuring Gait and
Fall Characteristics Captured on Video," J Biomech Eng, 136(7), 2014.

Firmani F. and Park E.J., "Theoretical Analysis of the State of Balance in Bipedal
Walking," J Biomech Eng, 135(4), 2013.

Firmani F. and Park E. J., "A Framework for the Analysis and Synthesis of 3D
Dynamic Human Gait," Rohotica, 30(1), pp. 145 - 157, 2012.

Conference Publications

Firmani F., et aL, "Expanding Engineering Design with Mini Projects - Theory of
Mechanisms a Pilot Course," CEEA Conference, Canmore, Canada, June 2014.

Firmani F., et al, "Training Program in Engineering Design for Graduate Teaching
Assistants," CEEA Conference, Montreal, Canada, June 2013.

Soylu S., Firmani F., Buckham B. J., and Podhorodeski R.P., "Integrated Operating
Scheme for Underwater Mobile Manipulators," In Proceedings of OCEANS
2010 MTS/IEEE, Seattle, WA, USA, September 20-23, 2010.

SELECTED SERVICE ACTIVITIES

•  Coordinator of the Professional Master's Program: Mechatronic Product Realization

o  Coordinator of the Manufacturing and Automation Specialization

o Member of the Undergraduate Course Curriculum (UCC)

® Member of the Teaching Appointments Review Committee (TARC)

a  Co-op Liaison Representative

a  Supervisor of Capstone Projects - 4 teams (2017) and 2 teams (2016)



Bruce Fingarson, Eng.L/ AScT.
10710 Doncaster Crescent

N. Delta, B.C. V4C8A5

Home: (604) 589-0860 Ceil: (604) 318-0321 E"Mani_bfingaigon@gn^

Profile:

•  A highly creative and motivated VP of Operations and Engineering for a $5.0 million company facilitating a
successful team In the distribution and automation of electrical, hydraulic, mechanical and pneumatic
systems In an industrial sales environment.

•  Successfully created, implemented and maintain the QA, TQM and OHSA programs to acquire and maintain
full IsNetworld compliance. These programs Include document control, quality assurance, safety and health
standards, policies and programs.

•  29 years experience In the aviation field enabled an in-depth understanding of the cultures and quality
requirements within the pilot, Department of Transport, mechanic and maintenance groups. Fully
responsible for simulator certification bi-annually.

•  Advanced skills In technical operations, maintenance management, analysis of programs, processes and
projects for improved quality assurance, efficiency and strategic planning, coaching and leadership Is
enhanced with 4 years of instructing In the Robotics and Automation department of BCU, guest lecturing
for the Mechatronics System Engineering students Capstone project course and Sessional Professor,
Mechatronics System Engineering for both a graduate and undergraduate course for Simon Fraser
University.

•  Direct operational and functional control of a team delivering value added lean manufacturing, engineered
systems and research and development of proprietary systems for the Oil and Gas Industry.

•  Excellent management, coaching, creativity and Interpersonal skills developed during multifaceted Board
experiences and coaching development.

•  Excellent ability with Excel, Word, PowerPoint and various industrial CAD software products.

Highlights of Qualifications:

Business Development and Retention
•  Cultivated and managed the relationship with key suppliers to enhance sales and revenue opportunities.
•  Design engineer and consultant for Enbridge and their BC gas Infrastructure to move toward fully green

solutions for gas control.
•  Provided product. Installation, commissioning, on-slte training and remote consulting for TransCanada

Pipeline In Mexico to assist their implementation of LNG pipelines. Additional control assessment, design,
commissioning and Installation support has occurred for both newly installed compressor stations at
Tamazanchale and Naranjos as well as existing pipeline Infrastructure.

•  Created all TQM and OHS policy documentation to fulfill industry requirements to work in the Oil and Gas
Industries In BC. Fully IsNetworld compliant for controls and actuation In the Gas industry. Including
design, engineering consulting, fabrication and In^llation.

•  Guided research and development for proprietary systems while ensuring full certification specifications of
all equipment to applicable CSA standards and regulations.

Leadership
•• Specified product selection and team member Inclusion, then led the team In the full installation.

Implementation and cutover of the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system for Automation
Technologies, resulting in no lost revenue events. The new ERP system facilitates a personal dashboard
yielding "up to the hour" financial status of the company allowing for key indicator monitoring and
responsive financial management. Assisted In the migration of the ERP system to the new corporate
structure after the acquisition of AWT by Proax Technologies Ltd.

•  Facilitated key employee growth yielding reduced shipping costs, tighter purchasing control of Inventory
(reducing Inventory overhead and allowing the write down of 30% of Inventory dead stock), higher
compliancy to OSHA and QA programs and production enhancements.

•  Created a new warehouse Inventory strategy and led a team to completion of the re-organization and
implementation resulting In cost saving to the company by reduced order picking to shipping times as well
as an Increase in work load availability. Introduction of lean manufacturing concepts to the shop enhanced
product quality and Increased throughput.

o  Participated with a team to accredit the curriculum of the Robotics and Automation Program at BCTT
resulting in a dear understanding of the link between Industry and academla.
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Operations and Project Management
•  Creation and implementation of a strategic plan to ensure functional duplicity for ail key company roles

(Automation West Technologies Ltd.).
•  Creation and implementation of industry specific Quality Assurance and Health and Safety Policies for

Automation West Technologies Ltd. to ensure ISNetworld certification is maintained, resulting In continued
and growing revenue flows, with a focus on continued growth and expanded revenue opportunities in the
Oil and Gas industry.

•  Created and presented emergency preparedness, fire safety, HAZOR standards and safety procedures for
the flight simulator department as well as Automation West Technologies Ltd.

•  Created, implemented and monitors the TQM and OHS programs to ensure maintained quality and safety
for our employee groups.

Financial

•  Reduced IT costs by 35% by introducing strategic maintenance practices and equipment standardization
(Automation West Technologies Ltd.).

•  Grew overall company margins by 8% in the last fiscal year through negotiations with suppliers, managing
customer expectations and tightly controlling quality and operatiorial costs resulting in the highest margins
to date.

•  Allocated resources to ensure all 11,000 Inventory items, orders, AR and AP transfers were accurate and
timely. In addition, ensured all personnel were trained fully and the ERP system setup yielded appropriate
financial data for enhanced, accurate decision making.

Work History:

VP Operations and Engineering 2007 - present
Automation West Technologies Ltd.r BC

■ • Strategic planning for improving business opportunities In wider and more diverse fields.
•  Corporate Safety Officer responsible for approving all TQM, OSHA, and QA policies and processes.
•  Scheduling and implementation of human resources to meet company requirements.
• Managing and monitoring ail operational aspects of the company.
•  Responsible for full P & L with unlimited signing authority.

Flight Simulator Operations Duty Manager, YVR 2001 - 2007
Air Canada^ Richmond^ BC
• Managed all technical aspects for a team of simulator technologists to ensure the flight training devices

maintained certification by Transport Canada allowing for uninterrupted training for flight crews.
•  Emergency Warden, responsible for all WHIMIS, Emergency Preparedness, HAZMAT and First Aid program

maintenance in the Flight Simuiator Department
•  Conducted annual performance evaluations.

Flight Simulator Technologist / senior Technologist 1979 - 2001
Canadian Airlines/ CP Air^ Richmond^ BC
•  . Designed and engineered, fabricated, tested, verified and installed critical subsystems within the simuiator

environment.

-  As Chairman of CAST (Canadian Association of Simulator Technologists), sat on the Council of Canadian
Airlines Employees to ensure the continuing operation of Canadian Airlines during periods of high financial
distress and hostile takeover attempts by Air Canada.

Assistant Instructor, Robotics and Automation (50% part time) 1984 -1988
British Coiumbia Institute of Technology^ Burnabyr BC
•  Specified and set up robotic lab equipment to ensure quality course delivery,
o  Ran various Robotics and Automation labs and courses.
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Education:

Graduated with 1^ class. Control Electronics, British Columbia Institute of Technology
Two year Arts and Science, University of British Columbia

Professional Affiliation:

Applied Science Technologists and Technicians of BC, certified AScT since 1985.
Association of Professional Engineers and Geosclentlsts of BC, certified Eng. L. In 2015

PROFESSIONAL ENHANCEMENTS:

EWP (Electrical Work Practitioner) certification board member for AScTT (current)
Member of the Master's Program Development Committee, Mechatronlcs Engineering, Simon Eraser
University (current)

Guest Lecturer for design criteria, Mechatronlcs Engineering, Simon Eraser University (currently)
Sessional Professor, Mechatronlcs System Engineering, Simon Eraser University (currently)
Co-founder, President and Head Sense!, 4^ Dan, Delta Kalgan Judo Club (2005 - present)
Certified Level III Coach (2008) and Master Coach Developer for Judo BC (2011 - present)
2"''. Vice President, Judo BC (a not for profit society) (2013 - present)
President and Director, Marpole Curling Club, Director, Pacific Coast Curling Assoc. (1997-99)
Member of the Accreditation Board for Robotics and Automation, BCIT (2004)
Chairman and Vice Chairman, Canadian Assoc. of Simulator Technologists sitting on the Council of
Canadian Airline Employees (1992 - 96)



G. Gary Wang, Ph,D., P. Eng.

School of Mechatronic Systems Engineering, Simon Eraser University, Surrey BC, V3T 0A3.
Office: Galleria 4378, Tel: 778.782.8495, email: gwa5@sfu.ca

ACADEMIC EMPLOYMENT

Professor (2011-present), Simon Eraser University (SFU), Mechatronic Systems Engineering

Associate Professor (2008-2011), SFU, Mechatronic Systems Engineering

Associate Professor (2004-2007), The University of Manitoba (UM), Dept. of Mech. and Manuf.
Engr;

Assistant Professor (1999-2003), UM, Dept. of Mech. and Manuf. Engr.

EDUCATION

PhD Mechanical Engineering, University of Victoria, BC 1999
MSc School ofMechanical Science and Engineering, Huazhong 1995

University of Science and Technology (HUST), Wuhan, China
BSc School ofMechanical Science and Engineering, HUST, China 1992

AWARDS AND NOMINATIONS

• Fellow, American Society ofMechanical Engineers (ASME) (2013-present), member since 1998
• Associate Editor, Engineering Optimization Jovmal^ geographically representing North America
• Associate Editor, AS!A4E Journal of Mechanical Design
• Co-chair, Inaugural International Symposium on Frontiers in Engineering Design, National Science

Foundation of China, 2016

• Excellence in Teaching, 2014, SFU, one of the three recipients of the year, $2500 cash award
• Award of Teaching Excellence, 2015, SFU Faculty of Applied Science
• Rh Award for Outstanding Research, 2007, The University of Manitoba, $10000 cash award, the only

one in the Applied Science Category
•  1. W. Smith Award for Creating Engineering, 2005, The Canadian Society for Mechanical Engineering
• Leader of the Design Automation Committee in the premier Intemational Design Engineering Technical

Conferences (IDETC)

SELECTED PUBLICATIONS
1. Saremi, A., Jula, P., ElMekkawy, T., and Wang, G. G., "Bi-Criteria Appointment Scheduling of

Patients with Heterogeneous Service Sequences Expert Systems with Applications," Expert Systems
with Applications, Vol. 42, pp. 4029-4041, 2015.

2. Long, T., Wu, D., Guo, X., Wang, G. G., Liu, Y., "Efficient Adaptive Response Surface Method Using
Intelligent Space Exploration Strategy," Structural andMultidisciplinary Optimization, Jan 2015. Vol. 51,
No. 6, pp. 1335-1362.

3. Cutbill, A., Wang, G. G., "Mming Constraint Relationships and Redundancies with Association Analysis
for Optimization Problem Formulation," Engineering Optimization, Vol. 48, No. 1, pp. 115-134, Jan 6,
2015.

4. Pirmoradi, Z., Haji Hajikolaei, K., Wang, G. G., "Design Scalable Product Families by RBF-HDMR
Metamodeling Technique," Engineering Optimization Vol. 47, No. 10, pp. 1423-1439,2015, doi:
10.1080/0305215X.2014.971776.

5. Cheng, G., Younis, A., Haji Hajikolaei, K., Wang, G. G., "Trust Region based MPS Method for Global
Optimization of High Dimensional Design Problems," ASME Transactions, Journal ofMechanical Design,
2015, Vol. 137 (2), 021407 (9 pages); doi.TO.l 115/1.4029219.
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6. Haji Hajikolaei, K., Wang, G. G., "High Dimensional Model Representation with Principal Component
Analysis," ASAffi Transactions, Journal ofMechanical Design, Vol. 136, pp. 011003-1:011003:11,
January 2014. . . , . j

7. Haji Hajikolaei, K., Pirmoradi, Z., Cheng, G., Wang, G. G., "Decomposition based on quantified
variable correlations uncovered by metamodeling for large scale global optimization, Engineering
Optimization^ Vol. 47, No. 4, pp. 429-452, 2014.

8. Shahi, K. S., Wang, G. G., An, L., Bibeau, E., Pirmoradi, Z., "Using the Pareto Set Pursuing
Multiobjective Optimization Approach for Hybridization of PHEV," ASME Transactions, Journal of
Mechanical Design, 134(9) - September 2012.

9. Shan, S., Wang, G. G, "Turning Black box Into White Function," ASME Transactions. Journal of
Mechanical Design, Vol.133, Iss.3, DDI: 10.1115/1.4002978, Feb. 2011.

10. Shan, S., and Wang, G. G., "Metamodeling for High Dimensional Simulation-Based Design
Problems," ASME Transactions, Journal of Mechanical Design, Vol. 132, Issue 5, May 2010,
051009:1-11. - . ^ TT. 1. r^. • • 1

11. Shan, S., and Wang, G. G., "Survey of Modeling and Optimization Strategies for High-Dimensional
Desi^ Problems," Structural and Multidisciplinary Optimization, Vol. 41, No. 2, 201P, Page 219-241.

12 Sharif, B., Wang, G. G., and ElMekkawy, T., "Mode Pursing Sampling Method for Discrete Variable
Optimization on Expensive Black-box Functions," ASME Transactions, Journal of Mechanical Design,
Vol. 130,2008, pp.021402-1-11. . . •

13. Wang, G. G., Shan, S., "Review of Metamodeling Techniques in Support of Engineering Design
Optim'ization," ASME Transactions, Journal of Mechanical Design, Vol. 129, No. 4, April 2007, pp.
370-380

14. Wang, D., Wang, G. G., and Naterer, G., "Collaboration Pursuing Method for Multidisciplinary Design
Optimization Problems," AIAA Journal, Vol. 45, No. 5, May 2007, pp. 1091-1103.

15. Shan, S., and Wang, G. G., "Failure Surface Frontier for Reliability Assessment on Expensive
PerformLice Function," ASME Transactions, Journal of Mechanical Design, Vol. 128, November
2006, pp.1227-1235. , . t • ^

16. Shan, S., and Wang, G. G., "An Efficient Pareto Set Identification Approach for Multi-objective
Optimization on Black-box Functions", ASME Transactions, Journal of Mechanical Design, Vol. 127,
No. 5, 2005, pp. 866-874. . . .

17. Wang, L., Shan, S., and Wang, G. G., "Mode-Pursuing Sampling Method for Global Optimization on
Expensive Black-box Functions," Journal of Engineering Optimization, Vol. 36, No. 4, August 2004,
pp. 419-438.

SELECTED INDUSTRY PROJECTS
General Motor Company (GM), Auto-body Assembly Process Optimization
Toyo Pumps, New Pump Design, Modeling, and Optimization
Aurel Systems Inc., Knowledge Assisted Large-scale Production Optimization for Chemical Plants
Exro Technologies, Modeling and Optimization of Racing Electrical Cars Using Reconfigurable Motors
St. Paul's Hospital, Emergency Department Modeling and Process Optimization for Wait Time Reduction
Manitoba Hydro, System Planning Optimization for Maximum Profit
Westland Helicopters, Engine Air Intake Shape Optimization
Monarch Industries, Incorporating Rapid Prototyping into Mold Making Process
Philips and Temro, Design Automation of Industry Silencers

TEACHING

Developed and taught: Statics and Strength of Material (MSE 221), Machine Design (MSE 320), Intro to
Engineering Design Optimization (MSE426/726), Finite Element Analysis (MSE 427)
Taught at U of Manitoba: Computer Aided Design and Analysis, Quality Control, Facilities Planning, Capstone
Design, Engineering Optimization.



Kevin Oldknow, Ph.D., P.Eng.
Senior Lecturer, School of Mechatronic Systems Engineering

Associate Dean, Faculty of Applied Sciences

Education

2004 Ph.D. Mechanical Engineering (Manufacturing Controls), University of British Columbia, Canada
Dynamically Reconfigurable Machining Systems, with research focusing on control
strategies and architectures, system dynamics and metal cutting processes

2000 M.AuSc. Mechanical Engineering (Manufacturing Controls), University of British Colimbia, Canada
A Dynamically Reconfigurable System Architecture and FPGA Based Servo ControUa:
for Distributed Machine Tool Control

1996 B.A.SC EngineermgPhysics, University of British Columbia, Canada

other Professional Training

May 2012 - May 2012 University of Chicago Booth School of Business, Certificate: Finance for
Executives

December 2009 - December 2010 MIT/Sloan School of Management, Executive Certificate: Strategy and
Innovation

June 2008 - June 2008 Kellogg School of Management, Certificate: IRI/Kellogg Shaping Innovation
Leaders

Employment History at Academic Institutions

January 2017 - Current Associate Dean, Undergraduate Studies, Applied Sciences, Simon Fraser
University

September 2016 - Current Senior Lecturer, Mechatronic Systems Engineering, Simon Fraser University

September 2015 - Current Faculty Teaching Fellow, Applied Sciences, Simon Fraser University

August 2012 - August 2016 Lecturer, Mechatronic Systems Engineering, Simon Frasa: University

January 2011 - April 2011 Adjunct Professor, Mechanical Engineering, University of British Columbia

September 2009 - December 2009 Sessional Lecturer, Mechanical Engineering, University of British Columbia

September 2007 - December 2007 Sessional Lecturer, Mechanical Engineering, University of British Columbia

January 2003 - April 2003 Sessional Instructor, Mechanical Engineering, University of British Columbia
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Kevin Oldknow, Ph.D., P.Eng.
Senior Lecturer, School of Mechatronic Systems Engineering

Associate Dean, Faculty of Applied Sciences

Other Employment History

June 2016 - Cuirent President, Oldknow Consulting Inc.

September 2012 - June 2016 Principal Engineer, Wheel / Rail Interface, L.B. Foster Rail Technologies
May 2011 - August 2012 Vice President, Technology and Business Development, LB Foster Friction

January 2009 - May 2011

Management

Corporate Vice President, Friction Management, Portec Rail Group, Corporate
Division

September 2007 - December 2008 Vice President, Applications andOperations, Portec Rail Group, Kelsan
Technologies Division

September 2005 - August 2007 Manager, Friction Control Technology, Portec Rail Group, Kelsan Technologies
Division

February 2005 - September 2005 Group Leader, Field Applications, Portec Rail Group, Kelsan Technologies
Division

June 2004 - February 2005 Field Application Engineer, Portec Rail Group, Kelsan Technologies Division
September 2000 - May 2004 Product Development Consultant, Cameleon Controls
August 1996 - April 1998 Technical Project Manager, Procter & Gamble

Teaching Experience

At Simon Eraser University:

MSE 102 - Applied Science, Technology and Society (2013-2016)

MSE 300 - The Business of Engineering, I (2013-2017).

MSE 352 - Digital Logic and Microcontrollers (2012)

MSE 380 - Dynamic Systems Modelling and Simulation (2012-2014,2016)

MSE 403 - Technology Entrepreneurship I (2015, 2016)

MSE404 - Technology Entrepreneurship n (2015, 2016)

MSE 480/780 - Manufacturing Systems (2013-2018)

MSE 481 - Industrial Control Systems (2013,2015,2016)

MSE 893 - Advanced Dynamics (2013)

MSE 900 - Engineering in the Canadian Context (2015)

At the University of British Columbia:

MECH 563/464 - Industrial Robotics (2011)
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Kevin Oldknow, Ph.D., P.Eng.
Senior Lecturer, School of Mechatronlc Systems Engineering

Associate Dean, Faculty of Applied Sciences

MECH 506 - Linear Vibrations (2007,2009)

MECH 365- Machine Dynamics and Vibrations (2003)

Thesis, Dissertation or Major Project Supervision / Co-Supervision

Name

Kamali, Seyed
Hossein

Kaur, Manpreet

Zihajehzadeh,
Sha^yegh

Hamidi, Farzad

StoU, Jonas

Degree

Ph.D.

Ph.D.

Ph.D.

ProjectTThesis Title Status

Andersen, Runball M.A.Sc.

M.A.SC,

B.A.SC

Regenerative Control of Vibration Active
Systems

3D printed micro-truss
development for soft robotics
application

Active

Wearable Sensor System for
Human Localization and Motion

Capture

Optimization of a Low-melting
Alloy for Fused Filament
Fabrication

Development of a GPS-enabled
Localization Device

Resistive Spot Welding with
SS316L

Completed

Completed

Completed

Completed

Began Completed

2017-3

2017-3

2016-1 2017-1

2015-1 2015-2

2015-1 2015-2

2014-2 2014-3

Selected Publications

Oldknow, K. and Lubik, S. (2016) Technology Entrepreneurship @ SFU: Experiential, Interdisciplinary Learning
through an Immersive Two-Year Program, Proceedings of the 2016 Canadian Engineering Education Association
(CEEA16) Conference, Halifax, 6pp

Oldknow, K., Cotter, J., Eadie, D., Elvidge, D., Kennedy, W., Weitzel, L., Nedunoori, S., Peters, J., Replogle, J.,
Ronasi, H. and Stevens, R. (2015) Inertial Tractive Effort as an Explanatory Variable in the Analysis of Locomotive
Fuel Savings, Proceedings of the International Heavy Haul Association Conference (IHHA 2015), Perth, Australia,
June 21-24, 2015

Oldknow, K., Eadie, D. and Stock, R. (2013) The influence of precipitation and friction control agents on forces at
the wheel / rail int^ace in heavy haul. Journal of Rail and Rapid Transit 227,1, 8pp

Oldknow, K. and Eadie, D. (2010) Top of Rail Friction Control as a Means to Mitigate Damaging Later^ Loads due
to Overbalanced Operation of Heavy Axle Load Freight Traffic in Shared High Speed Rail Corridors, Proceedings
of the 2010 Joint Rail Conference JRC2010-36010, April 27-29, 2010, Urbana, Illinois, USA, 9pp.

Roney, M., Bell, S., Paradise, S., Oldknow, K. and Igwemezie, J. (2010) Implementation of distributed power and
friction control to minimize the stress state and maximize velocity in Canadian Pacific's heavy haul / heavy grade
train operations. Journal of Rail and Rapid Transit September 1,2010 vol. 224 no. 5 465-471
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Kevin Oldknow, Ph.D., P.Eng.
Senior Lecturer, School of Mechatronic Systems Engineering

Associate Dean, Faculty of Applied Sciences

Roney, M., Eadie, D.. Oldknow, K., Sroba, P., Caldwell, R. and Santoro, M. (2009) Total Friction Management on
ranaHi'an Pacific, Proceedings of the IHHA Conference, Shanghai, China, June 2009,10pp. 2009

Eadie, D., Elvidge, D., Oldknow, K., Stock, R., Pointner, P., Kalousek, J. and Klauser, P. (2008) The Effects of Top
of Rail Friction Modifier on Wear and Rolling Contact Fatigue: Full Scale Rail Wheel Test Rig Evaluation, Analysis
and Modelling, Wear 265, pp. 1222-1230

Eadie, D., Oldimow, K., Maglalang, L.; Makowsky, T., Reiff, R., Sroba, P. and Powell, W. (2006) Implementation
of Wayside Top of Rail Friction Control on North American Heavy Haul Freight Railways, Proceedings of the 7th
World Congress on Railway Research (WCRR2006), Montreal, Quebec, 10pp.

Sroba, P., Oldknow, K., Dashko, R. and Roney, M. (2005) Canadian Pacific Railway 100% Effective Friction
Management Strategy, Proceedings of the IHHA Conference, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, June 2005,9pp. 2005
Oldknow, K. and Yellowley, I. (2004) FPGA based servo control and three-dimensional dynamic interpolation,
lEEE/ASME Transactions on Mechatronics, 10,1, 98-110

Oldknow, K. and Yellowley, 1. (2003) Implementation and validation of 3-dimensional dynamic interpolation using
an FPGA based controller. International Journal of Machine tools and Manufacture, 43, 937-945

Oldknow, K. and Yellowley, I. (2002) Three-dimensional dynamic interpolation using state line based control
architectures. International Journal of Machine Tools and Manufacture, 42,1627-1641

Oldknow, K. and Yellowley, I. (2001) The design, implementation and validation of a system for the dynamic
reconfiguration of open architecture machine tool controls, Intemational Journal of Machine Tools and Manufacture,
41,795-808

Selected Service Activities

University, Faculty and Departmental Committees

November 2017 - Current Member, Student Data Governance Council (SDGC)

July 2017 - Current Member, Student Systems Priority Setting Committee (PSC)
April 2017 - Current Member, Senate Committee on Undergraduate Studies (SCUS) Working Group
January 2017 - Current ' Member, Strategic Enrolment Management Committee (SEMC)
January 2017 - Current Member, Surrey Campus Coordinating Committee (SCCC)
November 2016 - Current Member, Senate Committee on Undergraduate Studies (SCUS)

January 2017 - Current Chair, Faculty of Applied Sciences Undergraduate Curriculum Committee (FAS
UCC)

October 2016 - Current Ch^, Sustainable Energy Engineering Program Task Force

May 2015 - October 2016 Member, Mechatronic Systems Engineering Executive Committee
May 2013 - October 2016 Co-Director, Technology EntrepreneurshipOSFU program
May 2013 - October 2016 Member, Mechatronic Systems Engineering Undergraduate Curriculum

Committee

November 2012 - December 2015 Member, Professional Master's in Mechatronic Product Realization (MPR) •
Program Development Committee
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Kevin Oldknow, Ph,D., P.Eng.
Senior Lecturer, School of Mechatronic Systems Engineering

Associate Dean, Faculty of Applied Sciences

Other Service to the University

September 2015 - Cmxent

January 2013 - August 2017

Faculty Teaching Fellow, Faculty of Applied Sciences

Supervised a total of 13 Mechatronic Systems Engmeering Senior
Undergraduate (Capstone) project teams as follows:

2017-2 teams

2016-3 teams

2015-4 teams

2014-3 teams

2013-1 team

Active Service to the Academic Community

July 2016 - Current

March 2016 - Current

September 2015 - Current

November 2013 - Current

Service to the Community At Large

September 2015 - Current

February 2013 - Current

June 2015 - September 2016

Reviewer, International Journal of Embedded Systems (IJES)

Referee, ASME Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering

Referee, Wear: An International Joumal on the Science and Technology of
Friction, Lubrication and Wear

Referee, IMechE Joumal of Rail and Rapid Transit (JRRT)

Member of Board of.Examiners (P.Eng.), Eagineers and Geosciaitists British •
Columbia (formerly APEGBC)

Athlete and fundraiser: Racing for Orphans with Down Syndrome (RODS -
www.rods.org). Participate in multi-sport (swim, bike run) events, raising funds
towards the placement of orphans with Down Syndrome in adoptive homes,
Racing for Orphans with Down Syndrome

National Advisory Committee Member Working in Canada Seminar,
Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of BC (APEGBC)

September 2015 - March 2016 Coach, Steve Nash Youth Basketball - North Vancouver (Seymour)

Selected Awards, Honors and Scholarships

2015

2010

2000

1999

Type: Fellowship

Type: Research

Title: Faculty Teaching Fellow, Faculty of Applied Sciences
Organization: Simon Fraser University
Details: Three year term (September 2015 - August 2018) as Faculty Teaching Fellow

Title; IMechE Railway Division Prize - A.R. Bennett Premium/ C.S. Lake Award
Organization: IMechE
Details: Award for paper: Implementation of Distributed Power and Friction Control to Minimise the
Stress State and Maximise Velocity in Canadian Pacific's Heavy Haul/Heavy Grade Operations

Title: NSERC PGS B Post-Graduate Scholarship Type: Scholarship
Organization: NSERC

Title: BC Advanced Systems Institute Graduate Student Scholarship
Organization; BC Advanced Systems Institute

Type: Scholarship
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Dr. Krishna Vijayaraghavan, P.Eng
Mechatronic Systems Engineering, Simon Fraser Universily

250-13450102 Ave, Surrey BC Canada V2T 0A3
www.krishna-vijayaraghavan.coin

email: licrishna@sfii.ca, ph: 778-782-9077

CVOurUNE Vijayaraghavan worlcs on enhancing alternative energy systems. He has
specifically been developing a research program to advance new system models as well
as new theories in nonlinear controls and fault diagnostics to improve Ihe reliability of
these systems. While his primary research area and much of his long-term research
plan falls within the area of nonhneaLr control systems. Dr. Vijayaraghavan was hired
as part of the design group at MSE. Hence his research also focuses on integrated
physical system and control system optimization in alternative energy systems.
Recently he took the leadership role in writing a $5-milIion grant proposal to NRCan
in collaboration with researchers at SFU and Powertech Labs. The requested
equipment along with the in-kind contribution and planned funding would develop
fault-diagnostics technologies and improve system design of chargers for electric
vehicles. Dr. Vijayaraghavan's application area aligns well with the strategic research
plan at SFU, which is currently exploring an energy systems program. Renewable
energy is also a key area of focus for the Innovation Boulevard being established by Ihe
city of Surrey. Dr. Vijayaraghavan has also teachers several core engineering courses
and has strived to improve his teaching through teaching development programs. Dr.
Vijayaraghavan is currently instituting an innovative intelligent tutoring system (ITS)
that aimfi to revolutionize the way assignments are integrated into course curriculum.
After successful pilot implementation, Dr. Vijayaraghavan is keen to expand this ITS
to other courses in MSE and eventually across SFU. Dr. Vijayaraghavan has also
served the department as a member of several departmental committees and thesis
committees and has initiated work to offer MSE courses through distance education
(pending UCC and departmental approval). Dr. Vijayaraghavan is also committed to
outcome-based education (QBE) and has recently created a web-software (hosted at
obe.mse.surrey.sfu.ca) to evaluate student learning outcomes for QBE. He will be
working closely with the UCC chair to develop this into a more comprehensive tool for
QBE roU-oUt. The contents of Dr. Vijayaraghavan's curriculum vitae are as follows.

Interesis and Background 2

Work Experiences 2

Research Contributions 3

Publications Patents and Invited talks 5

Research Funding 9

Teaching Innovation Funding 13

Awards 13

Teaching 14

Supervision of Students (HQP Training) 18
Service 22
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Dr. Krishna Vijayaraghavan

Inxeresis Enhancing energy systems through integrated physical system and control system
design.

Background Education

Ph.D,, Mechanical Engineering, University of Minnesota (Twin cities), Minneapolis,
U.S.A, July 2010.
M.S., Mechanical Engineering, University of Minnesota (Twin cities), Minneapolis,
U.S A, Dec 2005.

B.Tech., Mechanical Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology (I.I.T) Madras,
Chennai, India, Aug 2003.

Skills

Linux and Windows operating system.
Installation and programming with real-time application interface (RTAI) for Linux.
Embedded control using Microcontroller.
SolidWorks, ProE, AutoCAD, Ansys, Ansys CFX, Ansys Fluent and OpenFOAM.
Expertise in C/C++ and knowledge of PHP, HTML, SQL, C#, Fortran, Pascal and
Basic.

National Instrument LahVIEW®, Matlab Simulink® and Matlab XPC target (real-time
system).
Power electronic circuit design and Printed Circuit Board (PCB) design.

WORK Assistant Professor of Mechatronic Systems Engineering at Simon Fraser
Experiences University (Surrey, BC, Canada, Jul 2011-current)

• Enhancing alternative energy systems through integrated physical system and
control system design.

• Teaching core undergraduate and graduate course.
• Active participation in several committees within the department.
•  Service to the broader communily through youth mentorship.

Design and optimization for the next generation semiconductor
manufacturing at Applied Materials Inc.

(Santa Clara, CA, USA, Jul 2010-Jul 2011)

• Design of semiconductor manufacturing equipment to achieve capabilities for
processing the next generation of semiconductor chips.

• Part of an interdisciplinaiy team and design lead in the development of delivery
systems for next generation precursors resulting in patents Pi and P2.

Research Assistant in the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the
University of Minnesota (Minneapolis, MN, USA, Jan 2006-Jul 2010)

o Novel traffic sensor powered by harvesting energy from short duration
vibrations arising from passing automobiles.

• A fundamental contribution to the field of energy harvesting firom short
duration vibrations.

o  Collaborator on a project developing implantable battery-less wireless sensors
for Total Knee Replacement Implants (TKRs).

—  2 IP age



Dr. Krishna VijayaraghLavan

•  Patent for a Battery-less Wireless Weigh-in-Motion (WIM) sensor (Ps)-

Graduate Teaching Assistant in the Department of Mechanical
Engineering at the University of Minnesota

(Minneapolis, MN, USA, Jan 2006-Jiil 2010)
• Received consistently high evaluations from students as a Senior Teaching

Assistant for ME 4231 Motion Control Laboratory (Jan 2009 — Jrm 2009; Aug
2006 - Dec 2007; Jan 2004 - Dec 2005).

• Led laboratory classes on implementing control systems using code written in C
language, National Instrument's LabVIEW®> sud Matlab's Simulink.

Graduate research intern at Honeywell Inc.
(Golden Valley, MN, USA, Jun 2609-Dec 2009)

• Energy usage model to maximize the energy efficiency of heating and
ventilation systems.

•  Control strategies for issuing air filter change notification to minimize energy
wastage.

•  Anfliytical flow models for monitoring indoor air quality in buildings and for
determining the optimal location for air quality sensors.

• Computational droplet evaporation and transport model for optimal design of
humidifiers.

• Comprehensive furnace and air conditioner models for Fault Detection and
Isolation and thermo-hydraulic model for the air conditioner (AC) performance
deterioration due to refrigerant leaks.

Research E)r. Vijayaraghavan's primary research area and much of his long-term research plan
CONlRlBTJnONS fslls within the area of nonlinear control systems. As part of the design group at MSE,

he has also focused his efforts on integrated physical system and control system
optimization of alternative energy system as a secondary research area. Dr.
Vijayaraghavan's contributions are listed below.

Contribution 1: Nonlinear controllers for fault detection and parameter
identification in alternative energy system.
Faults and parameter degradations in even a small subsystem, a sensor or an actuator
of a complex system can result in severe performance degradation and may indicate
imminent catastrophic failure. With the growth in highly nonlinear systems such as
wind-turbines and fuel-cells, fault detection and parameter identification (FD-PI) has
become increasingly important in alternative energy systems. Additional sensors may
increase redundancy and enable the control system to monitor every single subsystem.
However adding new sensors will become prohibitively expensive in many systems.
Additionally, a controller may misidentify nonlinear effects and sensor noise as faults
in these systems. Dr. Vijayaraghavan and his team have been developing observers and
observers based FD-PI for noisy nonlinear which have resulted in seven journal articles
(five since joining SFU) being published/accepted. Here a nonlinear observer utilizes a
system model and measurements to generate virtual sensor outputs. This response is
then compared to the expected system response to perform FD-PI. Dr.

—— — — 3 |Page



Curriculum Vitae

Shahram Amiri
§202-125 Mlross Ave • Vancouver, BC, V6A OAl, Canada
Cell: (778) 822-2581; Email: shahram.amiri@outlook.com

Discipline Specializations

Design and Development of Medical Devices . Orthopaedic Biomechanics
Biomechanics of Human Musculoskeletal Systems Computer Assisted Radiology & Surgery
Medical Imaging—Image Processing Image-Guided Therapy

Education

Post-doc., Dept. of Orthopaedics, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada 2009 - 2012
Intra-op and post-operative image-based assessments of knee and hip arthroplasty; Surgical device development
for enhancing component alignments in arthroplasty; Design and development ofa novel knee prosthesis
Ph.D., Mechanical Engineering, Queen's University, Kingston, ON, Canada 2008
DISSERTATION: Conceptual design for a surface-guided total knee replacement with normal kinematics

M.Sc., Biomedical Engineering, Amir Kabir University, Tehran, Iran, 2001
DISSERTATION: Optimization of the shape of the tibial component ofa knee prosthesis to minimize wear

B.Sc., Mechanical Engineering, K.N.Toosi University of Technology, Tehran, Iran, 1999

Academic Experience

Adjunct Professor, School of Mechatronic Systems Engineering, SFU May 2015 - Present
Adjunct Professor, Department of Orthopaedics, University of BC, June 2015 — June 2016
Research Associate, Department of Orthopaedics, University of British Columbia, Oct 2012 - June 2015
Independent research program on: Innovative image-based technologies for total hip arthroplasty,
Developing smart surgical tools based on intraoperative three-dimensional imaging

Faculty Member, Biomedical Engineering Program, University of British Columbia,... Sep 2013 - June 2016
Associate Faculty Member, Department of Mech. Eng., University of BC, Sep 2013 - June 2016

Industrial Experience

Founder,and Director, Torus Biomedical Solutions Inc., Jun 2015 - Present
Medical Imaging Technologies for Orthopaedic Surgery Applications

Orthopaedic Research Engineer, Zimmer GmbH, Winterthur, Switzerland, 2008 - 2009
Developing a virtual dynamic assessment toolfor prosthesis design
Finite element analysis of knee replacement prostheses

Design and Manufacturing Inspector, TAMIKCO, Tehran, Iran, 2001 - 2003
Inspection ofvarious stages of design and manufacturing of automotive stamping dies
Design Engineer, NMI Co, Tehran, Iran Feb 2001 - Nov 2001
Design ofquality assessment testing devices based on Peugeot-Citroen quality standards
Design Engineer/Project Manager, Maham Co, Tehran, Iran, 1999 - 2001
Reverse engineering, process planning, and tooling the mamfacturing line of various products

Consulting Experience

Founder and Consultant, Torus Biomedical Solutions Inc., Jun 2012 — Jun 2015
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Academic Grant Funding

UBC Orthopaedic Research Excellent Fund (OREF) Application, 2014 [Awarded]
PROJECT: New C-arm based techniquesfor quick and safe intraoperative imaging ofthe pelvis and stereotactic guiding of
fixation screws in pelvic fracture reductions
ROLE: Co-Principal Investigator, AMOUNT: $ 20,000, CONTRIBUTION EFFORT: 95%
Co-Applicants: Dr. Kelly A. Lefaivre, Dr. Pierre Guy, Dr. David R Wilson, Dr. Antony Hudgson

Vancouver Coastal Health Research Institute Innovation and Translational Research Award, 2014 [Awarded]
PROJECT: Innovative Intra-operative Image-based Solutionsfor Total Hip Arthroplasty
ROLE: Principal Investigator, AMOUNT: $ 49,800, CONTRIBUTION EFFORT: 100%
Co-Applicants: Dr. BassamA. Masri, Dr. DavidR Wilson, Dr. Donald Garbuz

Collaborative Health Research Program (CHRP) Application 2014-2017, [Awarded]
PROJECT: Development and Clinical Efficacies of an Innovative Quantitative Intraoperative C-arm System
ROLE: Co-Principal Investigator, AMOUOT: $ 470,000 ($157,000/year), CONTRIBUTION EFFORT: 50%
Co-Applicants: Dr. Carolyn Anglin, Dr. Pierre Guy, Dr. Anthony Hodgson, Dr. Bassam A. Masri

NSERC Discovery Grant (Individual) Application 2013-2017, [Awarded]
PROJECT: Innovative Solutions for Patient-Specific Needs in Joint ArthroplastyR01M\ Principal Investigator, $120,000 ($24,000/year),COm:Bm5Tm^p:PPOKY: 100%

UBC Orthopaedics Research Excellence Fund (OREF), 2012 [Awarded]
PROJECT: Validation of an Innovative Measurement Method for Cup Orientation in Total Hip Arthroplasty
ROLE: Co-Principal Investigator, AMOUNT: $15,000, CONIRDBUTION EFFORT: 90%
Co-Applicants: Dr. David R Wilson, Dr. BassamA. Masri, Dr. Donald Garbuz

Discovery Advancement Program (DAP) Canadian Arthritis Network (C^, 2012 [Awarded]
PROJECT: An Innovative Radiographic Method to Measure Acetabular Cup Orientation in Total Hip Arthroplasty
ROLE: Co-Principal Investigator, AMOUNT: $55,000, CONTRXBUTION EFFORT: 90%
Co-Applicants: Dr. DavidR Wilson

Commercial Development Grant Program (CDGP) Canadian Arthritis Network (CAN), 2011 [Awarded]
PROJECT: Novel Knee Replacement with Physiological Motions
ROLE: Co-Principal Investigator, AMOUNT: $40,000, CONTRXBUTION EFFORT. 90%
Co-Applicants: Dr. DavidR Wilson

Academic Honours and Awards

Canadian Arthritis Network (CAN) Post-Doctoral Fellowship, 2009 to 2010
Queen's Thesis Completion Bursary, 2008
Queen's Graduate Award, 2003 to 2006
Duncan & Urlla Carmichael Fellowship, 2006
Queen's Tuition Bursary, 2003 to 2005
Huntly MacDonald Sinclair Tuition Fellowship, 2004

Teaching Qualifications and Experience

Professional Development Training/Certificates
Teaching and Learning m Higher Education, SGS90I Course - 35 hours. Queen's University, 2008
Teaching and Learning Scholarship certificate, Queen*s University, 2008
Teaching and Learning Practical Experience certificate, Queen's University, 2008
Teaching and Learning Professional Development certificate, Queen's University, 2008

Workshop Instructor
International workshop on imaging-based measures of osteoarthritis, Vancouver, 2010
Instructor ofa course on joint modeling and applications in osteoarthritis-related research (80 participants)
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Instructor

Universily of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada, 2014
Instruotor for selected sessions in Orthopaedic Biomechanics asparts ofMECff 435/535 combined undergraduate
and graduate course of Mechanical Engineering program (40 students)

Queen's University, Kingston, ON, Canada, 2003-2008
Instructor for Fluid Dynamics, Robotics, Dynamics, and Heat Transfer labs as parts qfMECH398/MECH399 course
required for students in the third year ofMechanical Engineering program (160 students in each semester)
Redesigned a third year lab in Mechanical Engineering (MECH399/Heat Transfer) to improve the delivery ofthe
content (160 students in groups of up to 8)

Teaching Assistant
Queen's University, Kingston, ON, Canada, 2003-2008
Teaching assistant in several courses including Manufacturing Processes (MECH215) and Mechanics of
Materials (MECH321) second and third year courses in the Mechanical Engineering program

Course Instructor

Pooya Technical lnstitute, Tehran, Iran, 2002
Taught SolidWorks software to a class of20 engagers in 12 sessions

Intellectual Property

Knee Prosthesis; Inventor(s): Amiri S., Wyss U.P., Cooke T.D.V.; Intemational Publication: WO/2011/018441;
US Patent Application:US2012/0179265; Date filed: 2009-08-10; US Patent Publication Date: 2012-07-12;
Other Countries Filed: Canada/Europe/Japan/China; Acquired by the Orthopaedic Innovation Centre Inc.
(Concordia Hip & Knee Institute, Winnipeg, MB, Canada) on 2013-01-24

Image-based Device for Guiding Surgical Tools; Inventor(s): Amiri S., Masri B.A., Wilson D.R.; US
Provisional Patent Application through the UBC University-Industry Liaison Office. Date filed: 2012-10-03

Tracking System for Imaging Machines and Related Apparatus; Inventor(s): Amiri S.; Provisional US Patent;
Application No: 61889473; EPS ID: 17100241; Date filed: 2013-10-10; PCT Patent Application No.
PCT/CA2014/050986; Date filed: 2014-10-10

Publications

Peer-Reviewed Publications

1. Esfandiari H., Amiri S.. Lichti D.D., Anglin C., (2015) A fast, accurate and closed-form method for pose
recognition of an intramedullaiy nail using a tracked C-arm. Int J Comput Assist Radiol Surg. 2015 Oct 8.
[Epub ahead of print] [DOI: 10.1007/sll548-015-1294-y]

2. Osterhoff G., Amiri S.. Unno F., Dodd A., Guy P.," O'Brien P.J., Lefaivre K.A., (2015) The "Down the PC"
view - A new tool to assess screw positioning in the posterior column of the acetabulum. Injury 46(8),
1625-8

3. Amiri Masri B.A., Anglin C., Wilson D.R., (2014) A method for assessing joint line shift post knee
arthroplasty considering the preoperative joint space. The Knee 21(2), 359-63

4. Amiri S.. Wilson D.R, Masri B.A., Anglin C., (2014) A low-cost tracked C-arm (TC-arm) upgrade system
for versatile quantitative intraoperative imaging. Intemational Journal of Computer Assisted Radiology and
Surgery (JCARS). 9(4), 695-711

5. Amiri S.. Wilson D.R., Vanhouwelingen A., Anglin C., Masri B.A., (2013) Isocentric 3-dimensional C-arm
imaging of component alignments in total knee arthroplasty with potential intraoperative and postoperative
applications. Journal of Arthroplasty. 28(2), 248-254

6. Amiri S.. Masri B.A., Garbuz D.S., Anglin C., Wilson D.R., (2012) A multi-plmar radiography method for
assessing cup orientation in total hip arthroplasty. Journal ofBiomechanical Engineering 134 (10), 101008
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WORK INTEGRATED

LEARNING

I OO-OP-ERATIVE

EDUGATION
Tel: (778) 782^657

Simon Fraser University
8888 University Drive

Butnaby BC

Canada V5A 1S6

December 13, 2017

Senate of Simon Fraser University
]R.egarding: Mediatmnics System Engineering.Prefession^ Master's Program

Dear Senate Committeej

When the MSE PMP'.pxogram was initially developed there'was. agreement to support a niandatory
Go-operativ.e education component as an integral part of the^program.,

During the. mappmg of the.pro^am IV^Emeeded to" schedule the co-op-wor^ term on'astud^nt^'S.
final semester in the program. However^ SFU Co-op?s accreditation.through Co-operative Educ^on
and^ Worfc Integrated Learning Canada (CEWIL)-requires students to complete their degree on an
academic semester,

If students could concurrently enroll during the co-op-work term course, this would satisfy
•the accreditation oriteria of completing, their studies on an academic semester. ■ . • ' .

Sh'auna Tonsaker

Director pro tern, Work Integrated Learning

SlMpR PHASER TSNlV$RSJ-TY EWSAGING THE WORLD



VI.2 Support Letter from SITE-BC

Society of Intemationally Trained Engineers of British Columbia

October28.2014

School of Mechatrontc Systems Engineering

Simon Fraser Unrveisify

250-13450 102 Avenue

Surrey BC Canada V3T OAS

To whom it may concern.

Re: LeUer of Support for the "Mechatronlc Product Rea&atlon Masters Degree at School of
MechatFonic Systems Engineering, Shnon Fraser University".

I am widing tois letter in support of the projedto create the 'Mechatronic Product ReaSzaSon Master's
Degree at School of Mechatronic Systems Btgineenng'.

SITE BC (Sode^ of internationally Trained Engineers) is fuDy in support of tois project as an option for
international^ trained engineers (TTEs) to advance teeir careers in BC and Canada in gen^I. Smce
SUEBC creagon m 2004 as a non-profit organization, we have worked to represent the interests of
Bi^di Columbia's intema€onaIly framed engmeering communify. SITE BC promotes ufiiizmg the full
pbtenfial of IT^ so ihey can mme raeans^ffiilly contribute fheir knowfedge and sldls to strengtoening
toe Canadian economy.

Beir^ aware of toe banfers that our members have to overcome 'in order to contribute tô  full
potenfial, t am confident toal this Master's D^ree program will help the parfidpants to enhance to»r
technical ami soft akfils as a resource to nrgrrove their empIoyabSity. The (Sfierent tr^ics addressed by
tote program in areas like learfing edge advanc^ manufar&iring fetologies, technical
communi^'on, CanarSan vsmrk experience, ptufiesdona] assodation recogni&m, and professional
mentoimg wQI be a poweriid tool to tedlitafe toe fTEs Ini^rafion into toe CanacSan work force in toe
field of professional engmeetrng.

Should you have any qu^Sbns regardmg this letter, please do not hesitafe to contact me.

Sincerely yours,

Fernando Boga P£ng., MBA-

SITE BC President

Cell: {604} 376 4987

www.sitBbc.ca
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20O - 4010 Regent Street, Butnaby. BC V<^C bNs
T. 604-430 8035 i f. 604 430-808^ I 1-888-430 8035

VAV'.v.ipeg bf n

Building progress through innovation eveiy day

February 24, 2015

Dr. G. Gary Wang, P.Eng., FASME,
Professor and Acting Associate Director
School of Mechatronic Systems Engineering,
Simon Fraser University
School of Mechatronic Systems Engineering
250-13450 102 Ave.

Surrey, BC, V3T0A3

Dear Dr. Wang,

Re: Professional Master's Program in iVIechatronic Product Realization

I am writing to express my support for Simon Fraser University's proposed
Professional Master's in Mechatronic Product Realization. This innovative
program wlil provide its graduates with a strong diverse skill set and Introduction
into the engineering practice in Canada in an area commensurate with their
skills.

It is important to the Association that all those who wish to become academically-
qualified to practice professional engineering in British Columbia have access to
practical routes to achieve this goal. Currently, close to 50% of APEGBC's new
applicants for professional engineer registration are educated outside of Canada.
Your proposed program wlil offer a path to internationally educated and trained
engineers that gives them enhanced business and communication skills in
addition to advanced knowledge.for practice In Canada, all of which are
important to successful and fulfilling employment in Canada.

As described in the Program Proposal for Professional Master's in Engineering in
Mechatronic Product Realization (December 19, 2014), many of the facets of the
proposed program align with APEGBC requirements for entry to the profession:

i. In accordance with APEGBC policy, graduates from Professional
Master's of Engineering In Mechatronic Product Realization at Simon
Fraser University who have previously graduated from a four- to five-year
university level undergraduate engineering program in a directly-related
discipline of engineering (mechanical, electrical/electronic, manufacturing
or mechatronics engineering) would be considered to be academically
qualified for registration as a professional engineer in a directly-related
field of practice. Graduates with other academic backgrounds will be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

ii. APEGBC policy also allows that the co-operative experience element of a
program If aligned with APEGBC's competency requirements and directly
supervised by a professional engineer with expertise sufficient to take
responsibility for the work, can be credited towards the required one year



Dr. G. Gary Wang. P.Ena.. FASME re: Professional Master's - page 2 of 2

(of a total of four years of qualifying engineering experience) that must be
in a Canadian Environment;

iii. The application fee for graduates who apply for APEGBC Engineer-in-
Training status will be waived if they apply for enrolment within 12
months of graduation from the program; and

iv. Program participants may sign up as APEGBC Student Members and
report their experience on APEGBC's oniine Competency Experience
Reporting System.

Please accept my best wishes for continued positive development of the
program. I look forward working closely with you and your faculty to welcome its
graduates into the engineering profession in British Columbia.

Sincereiy,

Giliian Pichler, P.Eng.
Director, Registration

cc: Ann English, P.Eng. - Chief Executive Officer & Registrar, APEGBC
Tony Chong, P.Eng. - Chief Regulatory Officer & Deputy Registrar, APEGBC



.Mjefnor^iidtiiti 6f Undiai^stqHdfi!)^ (-MOLT") dated 7 June, 2t)il6

ipetwfeen!

FraseV' tntei^natitflial CitiU^e LSihiited

-and"

SihlQiit Frd^Bf UnlVateity CSFU")

Fre^anible

A.

. ̂  . . ̂  U . • • -

ofFete a range of edueational services to students and SFU .

B. i=i'G Is diV-glopung a non-'Ctedit pfe-Mai^ter^ pmparatbr^ pfpgp^fn called the Pre-
Ma^ter's in Bd^ihejerlng (the ̂ PME") to pFepare students for SFU% MechatronJc Producfe
RealteatiQn Professional Maker's pFogram (the The PME is d^gribed in
Schedule 1 of this MGU.

G.? FIO and SpU beileve that It WIR be ttiutUally beheficial for rac to offer the PHE at the
Fie cdfnpus .as a preparatory program leading to admission into the MPR at SFU.

D. FIC and SFU enter into this P4G.U to set Out their un.dehsta.hd,lng of the basis upon V^hfch
the FmF cgrriGulum will be developed and delivered by FIC. to international students as
a program and Go'urses under the AEtfeem.ent.

i. ResponsibHitiee of FlC

FIC agrees to :

1.1 Promote th,e PME te international students as a preparatory program ifiading to
admtssioti into the HpA at SFU.

1,Z dpntinuousiy ftionltot the PME and all asSoGlated cumeulum to prepare students to
• be Successful upon entry In the MPR.

1.3 Attend to all administrative functions pprtainlrig to the pfograpn. d.eveloprnent and
delivery of the pMS, In consgftation With SFU's School, of Mdcmtronlc Systems
Briginee.Fi'ng and the ptean of Graduate Studies, including hiring fnstru.Gtors>
program adVdFtlsrng and recrultlrtg international studenfs that meet the admi^ions
■requirements, outlined In Schedg.le 2s pf thi|i

1-.4 Admit #ydenjf! hased pri the edmissjons requirements, otttirned tn schedule 2,
Whieh. vWil he jothtiy reviewed frofn time to tlfhe,. ahd subjieet to final approvai by
graduate: StudteSv

1.5 Set> arid collect from students,, the tuition fee§ .for the FMEi
1.6 Pay to SFU a fee fthe ^^PME- aqUal fe 20-^01 pf the gross PME tUltloh fees, paid

to (exclusive. Of any taxes that fig mbist charge ad:d: .dbllect from its students,
whether Or ndt such t^es are .SepaMteiy disclosed to its student^), as per ^i.a.use
IfC) of the Third .Sthedule of the Agfeemenfe^ Payment of the- PKfe Fed tO ^.FU wifl
be; "by eieetrpn.iq transfer tp. th.e pWice. of the Vice^f'resldeht, .Academic, and Will
inciqdea reebneiliation stajtertient.of prpgraiti enrolments^



2. I^^sfponsibilities of ̂FU

SFU agF^jB to4.

S.-i' Cdnditiortafly aceepJ^; on the reedfhfh.en€^idn. W flC ahd apptoyal 6f the SehobJ df
Mecha'tronle Systems ingineerin^, subject to apprdval by SFU Graduate Studies^
t>ME applieants lilito the $ju^ ad(s:e^n?;e wrll be epndj|onaj upon the
appiicaht $atlilVihW the: aiea;j|efnre requirfmehts. appfovej:. by th^ sfU §sn.^
Graduate Studied Cbfhjtilttee. (SGSCJ arid set but ih SGhedtrje 2, eugfcesefdliy
cprnpleting the PME progratn and achieving at least a feihlhiUrh 3^0 GGPA In the
pi^E Gpurses IJsted tri Schedule .1^ ,

^.2 Provide letters of offer of conditiondt sGoeptapce into the Mpr as oonitein.platid by
Schedule 2 ph a rpliing haaii within IQ days of FiG% recommeniiatjon or the
a pplfcaht, as.approved by S'GSC.

2.3 .Guarantee admission into the MPR to any student who suceessfuUy cbmblGtes the
¥IQ PME With at least a 3.6 dGf A/ aS approved by SGS€.

2.4 .Provide classrppm spape a.hd app.rppriate ciassropfn resources for the delivery of
the P.ME in accordance with eiaVse 7(.c) of the Apreertieht,

3^ Genera^

3.1 As per the Rrst Schedule of the. Agreement, SpU arid FIG agree that the courses
within the PMF shall constitute Courses/ the PME shall constitute a Program, and
Students in the PME shej) constitute Students of the College.

3.2 S:F^ acknowledges add agrees that 'Wt will promote the pM]E to irtterhatiohal
sbidenfe who meet the admissions requifements. set out in Schedule 2 as a
pathway to the IVIPR.

3.3 On ah annual, basis, the School of Mechatronics Systems Engineering and FIC will
agree to reGryititi.en.t: target for the upco.rnlijg Pi^E

3/4 ^FU's School of Meehafronk. Systems Fngineofing and. FIO will review the PME
cdiiabofatryely every year fQllbwihg the dhd of term for the Prograrh, The Schbdl of
Mechatronic Systems Englheeflhg will rindhlt'of the quality of Students coming
through the PME program as they tranatlon tP the MPR program to ensure the
quaiity of students introduced by FIG in future ihtajces.

4. Terminatiori

This MPU niay be terminiated .at .ahy. time by either party upon (06) days' mfer
#!iftefi notice to the. 6ther> iri wHtkh case a tWb^semestef sunsft period. Will apply during
Wh(eh FTG m.ay continue to. deliver the PME to ensure ahy studehtih the PME at the trnhe Of
dissbltttlpn wfil .rtgt be dtea.d.vahtaged agd may eojTrRlele the PME. Unless lermmated in
acGordance With this clause 4, this M0U wDI apply for the term of tha Agreements



IN WrrNE$S whereof the hgve

iptefrtgttpftar Unfiit^

PE^Rt 3fiVerly^ HudStjp
^#5ut!V.e Senirai Mih'^ge'p
Naiitais North Ahha'riea

Date;

this Wefnoi^ahdum of linda^stancling.

Frasgr Urtry#5ltV^

PB!ki DfTvef
\te-PFesicIent, Aeademlc and Provost
Smon FNser Uni'v^i^l^



SeheduJe H: Program

TM rac, Pfe-Kaister's iln te 9 haar^re^a prsrMtsi^r's.
deagfjed Id ^luddBta fdr SFU-s .Ka.dh9,t'^dtirc' .Pi?cJ(dU6t Rddlfzatidd Ppdfds^sjpn^l |<la§tei^
Program flMPR^O-

The cui'riclijigm for ttie PM6 h.a,5. h^ie!:i colMli^ara.tly.ely ^esjgqgd by . tfie §Fy §ptipf3] pf
f^dchaWhlc syslemg ph^lnee'rlng mi pic t.Q achidVie IWo fhdtn gpdl.$: GL) to assdsg stua.$nts^
afclii^ to suGGded W tha MPR; Shd (E) fd. pt^#ai^e thdia .atudientsr lArhd jam entry into
the: MPR proQrarn to suoceed in it. The PME ourricuium fs ddsijned 'to aohreVe tJidsd goaia
thiPugh the deveidpiiverit arid. a§?.ej?sn]efjj: ioif .fb^denjfcs' (a) cornrQiiniGaflqn agd language dkllte;
Gbj ihiiity to work efteSivejy in a .GdiJa|.oFatlve enyirptinierrt, (-c) qrlticaj .tfiiMng and
(dj maturiiy. The PME will help rnaiia;ge ̂ tgdefjts' expeetatidnS regarding th;e MPB
program and opporturiities ayairadle ohGe eOfnpietedy. and Will al^d enlpftadize acadefhtd
Integrity.

The PME sha;U consi^ of the four Gdrd qd.ursee and dhe ea'pstdne prdiect .outlined below. The
Gurnculum will be delivered In small classroom settings With faee-to-faee, fUlH-ime in^^ruetioh.
ihitriujctors will be se.leqted by FfG in eori^tation with the $Ghool of Mechatronre' Systems
Eh^i^erlng. Students will be required to complete a.H of the following qogfse pffigngs:

•  Comrnunication Skills: Prectical and Ihterc'ufturai issues
•  iptrGductlpn to Quantitative Business Analytics: Statlsties and Engineering

^qonomte
•  .Ihtfoduction tp Collabpra'tlve Work ̂lyirdnrrients
•  Academie Literacy Ifi Coiitexf: EBusiness and Techriieal Writing
•. Product Realization Capstone Project.

Commuhicatlon Skills:. PractiGai.and .Interculturai Issu.es

To be successful in their careers and in graduate study, students require effective
communickipn skills, ')$ also imppftant to be able to transfer and adfpt tlielr current sjfllls
to new Sitiiations. This eoufsd provides. a.n gpportunjty for students to improve thi
eommuhlcatfoh skills that ard impdrtaht; to graduate sti^y in the conteid: of a Canadian
university. It explores corhmunicatiori Sirough the IhteTGultUral. domain, meamng that It helps
etiidorits to feylld on and extend their current intereyltural skills, while ensuring that they are
equrpped to'respond appropriateiy |n the vaffOd gitd mqldgultural envirohThiin^ they will
ex-perreriCe in cahadian." .graduate studies. During tfie course atudehts WIU WOrk indiyrduaily
and In teams to improve #»e1r Verbal, h.oh-verbei and written coinWuhlcatroh skills.

IhtFoduction .to Quantitative Business Anatvttcs:.StatistiCs:ahd BhainfiSetfttQ EConotnics

Today's engineers must have a basic understanding of the ecbhomiG reality of the world they
•Work fh as weij a.s bastg practices, to auisceed in their garoors. In-l^.is course; ̂ udent§
will be introduced to core concept^ In flhdneia.f ac;courfti)i.g> desjfg.n'ei. tp he;lp sWeiite
uhderstahd thd-^MdhguOge Of bU^ifiess^. Thle .wlli ihClEide un.dersi:ahdfhJ the Rdrposfi.s. of thO
flnancial statements that firms Use to desicribe and ahialyse the flhah'cial state Of fhOir
O"pera|ion§,- how to construct these/finaneial sfeaterneats, and some simple ratios that captup
ji^y. ei6^.lnts of firm perfbrrnaRce. After compleling t]h§ co.urSi?i students steuld he abie fo
dhdei^aitd'Many of fh^e fund.aMefitai fihancial accounting issues:;arid chaltlinges faded by
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matta^ers today. The Business StatlstlGs modyle airn^ ,gjva sludantj? a foUndattQh Ih
fyn^rneat^j s|a^fe kn.o:w|gd'g%. eayarlhig fesrc concept$ audh as drstdb^l.Qh&, ̂ a^dard
deyfafljons/ iprffej0tio.fis, a.hd regrasgCpri afraiysas". ths. En^lheaWhg Efedhdrhlea hlodule yJIIJ
ptoVIdd a .sQUhd ihirddtijSfclQh td i^y fcdhci^ls thte Thipaftafit field.

introduedon 'to. gDllabOtofave.Work EhviroprneB

Ih brdet* tip sucde^d in todays wdfid/ pf-ofassiphais niust he able to wprk Goilaboratiyaiy Wit^
ptheFd- Tfiis: dfteh fequlffes that they leam to work with peopJe frorn diflfergnt; ppyiftH^es vtfith
difjferent cultures^ Gu^prns^ and exppc|a^0Qnss Fyttharji given the hattiTe pf the M]?B proigrarn,,
students must work eifeSiyely Wjth b. dfd'er to sAdpeed in. the proSratfi. in this eduf^,
partlc^ants Wjli develop tbejr ability td Work Gollabdratively in a teain.-lpased ehvTrohment.

Aeadenifd. Literacy In Gontexfe Business & Technieal Writing.

This course vvl0. prap&re; st.yd.ents far the rigor and requirements' of adadefniG. Wfltihg at the
graduate level witf a teehnfcal fdGUs\. It Will make stUderito aware of and competent in all
aspects of btisindss and tedhniEal writini^. ineiUding memos, reports, briefings and p.ltchp"i
Students will prectlce bralnstorming/ outlining, reseprchlngf drafting/ reyjtsing^ and presenting
finalized written wprk. They wjil ieprn to use- data to syppbrt their Ideas and feitpfess optnidne
With dpnfidenGei In. th^ co.urse, students, mtist be highly engaged and prepared to interact In
group discussions diid. peer-Feyiew ae Weil as" Work independently to complete larger
asstgnnFients outside of class time.

Product Realization Gabstone (GCC)

This capstone course wifl provide a pracdGe ground for shJderits as they begin to. explore the
|rnporta.nce of produd realization., this course will allow Students to practi.ce their skllis m a
supportive environrhent, and then present iri a reaiistlG setting. Students will have the
opportuhlty to put ail the theory they learn iti the PMS to practice by becoming pprt of a hlgh-
ftinerioriing cross-cultural team as they, work together to create a functidnlng prQtptyp.e. By
engaging In this course, students will learn effecljve time management and pTesentatrdh
skills, and be atfe to Cpnffientjy IhtrodMce their ptaduet while making sound
reco.mrnendatiqRs haeltod up with .carefcil .re.seareh. arid analytics.



Sebedule 2i: Jiid^issibtis Requlremeflits

students, in. RdKs ftoti-qtedit PrerHastesr'? ".in. Pngflhi^Hng PMram C'PM.fO 4t)t(:6iRgt^.d to
be selected ffobii; new Can.eciian immigt^gnts ,ind/or iht.et.netlpna| e,Rp(Icent$. whP teve
indusfctv/professlohal expertehce-Fri a pfele^arit enfjneermp.. dieGlpJtfte; JaUt wjs:h feb iupc|fede thelf
knowledge "in. the area of meehretFonies product reaikafibh. It-1^ linderetood that tho English
pfofieiihW ol feetew the dtrecHntry reqofreTTientof JliXS ̂ ,0 for graduale
rtiidfds at Sfi).. Through fee TO phb pfografe/ ecoepted stijidents wiiT .ha^re the oppo^nity to
airther- deMOp t'helr" cdi^rhdhiea^t^^^ ^Itlcal thlHlcIng,. ahd ihterOeTsohg] s.kins, Tn.e PMf
cpur^eyvorl?- identified in Schedule 1 Is expected to enable a^plkatttS to cdfrtbe'Ffsate fOf any
Ehgllsb ^nd .help wife adjustment to Western academie culture> bring
them up. to;the Sfu admission stfeda.rds.

Students will receive a jdlht Letter of Offer frOlfn flC dfid SFU'S Sfchpol Of M.e0h.atfontc Systehis
EnglD'e^ring outlining entry into FiC-'s non-credit Pre-Master% in. Engiheering a pfer

the School of Mechatronlc; Systems Eftglneeflng and the MPR.

Progression into the M.PR will be granted to all students who are adraltted to and; suceessfuily
con1.plete the PME with at least .a 3.6

Students may only be admitted td the PME py RC and feceive a conditional offer for
a.dmissfon to the MPR from SFU if they have the following:

•  Und.efgradUate degree in MechanlGaJ Engineering^ Eje.ctriGaJ Engineering, MechatrpnTo
Erigineerfng, Ehgirteerrrig SOlehGe or related field from .a recognized pPs't-sdcohdjafy
institution, with the mfnimurh academic requirement Set by SFP. fdf admission into

6.S dverall band score (or Its equivalent as determined by SFU Gra.diaate
Studies), a;s approved by the Senate SrejciuafeStudjies ̂ orrimittee.



Labour market survey results

VI.1 Survey and Results

SFU Professional Master's Degree in Advanced Manufacturing

Simon Fraser University's School of Mechatronic Systems Engineering (MSE) is considering
offering a Professional Master's Program in Advanced Manufacturing. Key areas of training will
include: Advanced Modelling and Prototyping, Modem Product Design, Additive
Manufacturing, Manufacturing Controls, Engineering Communication, Project Management and
Documentation, Business of Engineering and Entrepreneurship, Engineering Law and Ethics,
Capstone Projects, and Industry Mentor-ship.

Q1 . Please indicate the size of your company (number of employees)

^ 0-50

<" 50-100

<" 100 - 500

^ 500+

Q2 . Please indicate your company's industry sector

Q3 . Please provide your company's name (optional)

Answer: |
Q4. Please provide your position (title) at your company (optional)

Answer: | J
Q5 . Given the description of the proposed Professional Master's Program in Advanced
Manufacturing, please indicate how likely you would be to hire a 4-month intern (total salary
approx. $12,000)

^ Definitely would hire

^ Might hire

^ Definitely would not hire
Q6 . Given the description of the proposed Professional Master's Program in Advanced
Manufacturing, please indicate how likely you would be to hire an 8-month intern (total salary
approx. $24,000)

^ Definitely would hire

^ Might hire

^ Definitely would not hire
Q7 . Given the description of the proposed Professional Master's Program in Advanced
Maniifacturing, please indicate how likely you would be to hire a permanent employee that has
completed this program.

^ The old name for the proposed program, which is subsequently changed to MPR to cover a wider scope.
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^ Very likely

^ Somewhat likely

^ Not likely
Q8 . Given the description of the proposed Professional Master's Program in Advanced
Manufacturing, please indicate how likely you would be to support one of your existing
employees in taking the program (total expected tuition approx. $30,000)

^ Very likely

Somewhat likely

^ Not likely
Q9 . Given the description of the proposed Professional Master's Program in Advanced
Manufacturing are there any specific areas of training that you would recommend including /
excluding from the program?

Results:

In total 27 responses have been received. The survey results are summarized as below:

Q1 . Please indicate the size of your company (number of employees)

50-100 100-500 500+



Q2 . Please indicate your company's industry sector

f^sESdnalSdrvlbes

■T^nc^ ittnfMKi't
Eqi^nwiit

■COflSufn^ibraU^SL
At^aini

B^i^r^&Ser^ees

BAiito(n6bIles8[:
Cp^dRcitv

UFori, Braiage &
Tobaccoi

i6]^rn«eutots&
Bottdmolc^

Q3 . Please provide your company's name (optional)

Mustang Survival
AstroGraphic Industries Ltd.
Unifiller Systems
International Market Access, Inc.

Murray Latta Progressive Machine
Surrey Fluid Power Ltd.
SNC-Lavalin Inc.

Mustang Survival
Lange Installations Ltd
International Submarme Engineering

Schneider Electric

Eaton

AFCC

Sanjel
Photon Control R&D Ltd.

Q4 . Please provide your position (title) at your company (optional)

President

Owner and President



Communications Director

President

HR Manager

General Manager and COO

Director, Facility Engineering

senior process engineer

Manager, Research & Technology

Owner

VP Operations

Project Manager

University Recruiter

Mechanical Manager

Q5 . Given the description of the proposed Professional Master's Program in Advanced
Manufacturing, please indicate how likely-you would be to hire a 4-month intern (total salary
approx. $12,000)

Definitely would'

hire

Might hire

Definitely would

not hire

Q6 . Given the description of the proposed Professional Master's Program in Advanced
Manufacturing, please indicate how likely you would be to hire an 8-month intem (total salary
approx. $24,000)

Definitely would

hire

Might hire

I Definitely would

not hire



Q7 . Given the description of the proposed Professional Master's Program in Advanced
Manufacturing, please indicate how likely you would be to hire a permanent employee that has
completed this program.

I Very likely

I Somewhat likely

I Not likely

Q8 . Given the description of the proposed Professional Master's Program in Advanced
•Manufacturing, please indicate how likely you would be to support one of your existing
employees in taking the program (total expected tuition approx. $30,000)

■ Very likely

■ Somewhat likely

■ Not likely

Q9 . Given the description of the proposed Professional Master's Program in Advanced
Manufacturing are there any specific areas of training that you would recommend including /
excluding &om the program? ( CommentBox)

Only the 5 most recent submissions are displayed for brevity.

Insufficient information to properly reply to this question

A good basic understanding in the field specific to the direction of manufacturing in question.

Understanding of costs and financials is very important to be able to make realistic decisions.

International logisti9S / supply chain management, Canada-USA Cross-border issues. The Border
Policy Research Institute at Western Washington University might be a good partner.

Definitely include innovation as well as adapting change to new technologies




